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Econometrica, Vol. 79, No. 4 (July, 2011), 973-1026 

HERDING AND CONTRARIAN BEHAVIOR IN 
FINANCIAL MARKETS 

By Andreas Park and Hamid Sabourian1 
Rational herd behavior and informationally efficient security prices have long been 

considered to be mutually exclusive but for exceptional cases. In this paper we describe 
the conditions on the underlying information structure that are necessary and sufficient 
for informational herding and contrarianism. In a standard sequential security trading 
model, subject to sufficient noise trading, people herd if and only if, loosely, their in- 
formation is sufficiently dispersed so that they consider extreme outcomes more likely 
than moderate ones. Likewise, people act as contrarians if and only if their information 
leads them to concentrate on middle values. Both herding and contrarianism generate 
more volatile prices, and they lower liquidity. They are also resilient phenomena, al- 
though by themselves herding trades are self-enforcing whereas contrarian trades are 
self-defeating. We complete the characterization by providing conditions for the ab- 
sence of herding and contrarianism. 

Keywords: Social learning, herding, contrarians, asset price volatility, market 
transparency. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In times of great economic uncertainty, financial markets often appear 
to behave frantically, displaying substantial price spikes as well as drops. Such 
extreme price fluctuations are possible only if there are dramatic changes in 
behavior with investors switching from buying to selling or the reverse. This 
pattern of behavior and the resulting price volatility is often claimed to be in- 
consistent with rational traders and informationally efficient asset prices, and is 
attributed to investors' animal instincts. We argue in this paper, however, that 
such behavior can be the result of fully rational social learning where agents 
change their beliefs and behavior as a result of observing the actions of others. 

!This manuscript is a substantially revised and generalized version of our earlier paper "Herd 
Behavior in Efficient Financial Markets." Financial support from the ESRC (Grants RES-156- 
25-0023 and R00429934339) and the TMR Marie Curie Fellowship Program is gratefully ac- 
knowledged. Andreas thanks the University of Copenhagen for its hospitality while some of this 
research was developed. We thank three anonymous referees for detailed comments, and the 
co-editor for very helpful suggestions and advice. We are also grateful to Markus Brunnermeier, 
Christophe Chamley, Tony Doblas-Madrid, Scott Joslin, Rob McMillan, Peter Sorensen, and Wei 
Xiong for helpful discussions. Finally, we thank seminar participants at the following conferences, 
workshops, and departments for useful comments: St. Andrews ESRC Macro, Gerzensee Eco- 
nomic Theory, SAET Vigo Spain, ESRC World Economy Birkbeck, ESRC British Academy Joint 
Public Policy Seminar, Cambridge-Princeton Workshop, Cambridge Social Learning Workshop, 
Copenhagen Informational Herding Workshop, CEA, NFA, Said Oxford, St. Andrews, Leices- 
ter, Nottingham, Queen Mary London, Cambridge, LSE Finance, Naples, EUI Florence, Paris 
School of Economics, Yonsei Korea, Singapore National University, Singapore Management 
University, Queens, Rotman Toronto, Penn State, and Wharton. 

© 2011 The Econometric Society DOI: 10.3982/ECTA8602 
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974 A. PARK AND H. SABOURIAN 

One example of social learning is herd behavior in which agents switch be- 
havior (from buying to selling or the reverse) following the crowd. So-called 
rational herding can occur in situations with information externalities, when 
agents' private information is swamped by the information derived from ob- 
serving others' actions. Such "herders" rationally act against their private in- 
formation and follow the crowd.2 

It is not clear, however, that such herd behavior can occur in informationally 
efficient markets, where prices reflect all public information. For example, con- 
sider an investor with unfavorable private information about a stock. Suppose 
that a crowd of people buys the stock frantically. Such an investor will update 
his information and upon observing many buys, his expectation of the value of 
the stock will rise. At the same time, prices also adjust upward. Then it is not 
clear that the investor buys - to him the security may still be overvalued. So for 
herding, private expectations and prices must diverge. 

In models with only two states of the world, such divergence is impossible, 
as prices always adjust so that there is no herding.3 Yet two-state models are 
rather special and herding can emerge once there are at least three states. In 
this paper, we characterize the possibility of herding in the context of a simple, 
informationally efficient financial market. Moreover, we show that (i) during 
herding, prices can move substantially and (ii) herding can induce lower liq- 
uidity and higher price volatility than if there were no herding. 

Herd behavior in our setup is defined as any history-switching behavior in 
the direction of the crowd (a kind of momentum trading).4 Social learning can 
also arise as a result of traders switching behavior by acting against the crowd. 
Such contrarian behavior is the natural counterpart of herding, and we also 
characterize conditions for such behavior. Contrary to received wisdom that 
contrarian behavior is stabilizing, we also show that contrarian behavior leads 
to higher volatility and lower liquidity, just as herd behavior does. 

The key insight of одг characterization result is that social learning in finan- 
cial markets occurs if and only if investors receive information that satisfies a 
compelling and intuitive property. Loosely, herding arises if and only if pri- 
vate information satisfies a property that we call U-shaped. An investor who 
receives such information believes that extreme states are more likely to have 
generated the information than more moderate ones. Therefore, when form- 
ing his posterior belief, the recipient of such a signal will shift weight away 
from the center to the extremes so that the posterior distribution of the trader 

2See Banerjee (1992) or Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch (1992) for early work on herd- 
ing. 3 With two states, the price will adjust so that it is always below the expectation of traders with 
favorable information and above the expectation of those with unfavorable information irrespec- 
tive of what is observed. As we show, with more than two states, this strict separation no longer 
applies. 

4We are concerned with short-term behavior. In the literature, there are also other definitions 
of herding; see Section 4 for a discussion. 
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HERDING AND CONTRARIAN BEHAVIOR 975 

is "fat-tailed." The recipient of a U-shaped signal thus discounts the possibility 
of the intermediate value and as a consequence, will update the probabilities of 
extreme values faster than an agent who receives only the public information. 

Contrarianism occurs if and only if the investor's signal indicates that moder- 
ate states are more likely to have generated the signal than extreme states. We 
describe such signals as being "hill-shaped." The recipient of a hill-shaped sig- 
nal always puts more weight on middle outcomes relative to the market so that 
this trader's posterior distribution becomes "thin-tailed." He thus discounts the 
possibility of extreme states and, therefore, updates extreme outcomes slower 
than the market maker. 

We follow the microstructure literature and establish our results in the con- 
text of a stylized trading model in the tradition of Glosten and Milgrom (1985). 
In such models, the bid and ask prices are set by a competitive market maker. 
Investors trade with the market maker either because they receive private 
information about the asset's fundamental value or because they are "noise 
traders" and trade for reasons outside of the model. 

The simplest possible Glosten-Milgrom trading model that allows herding 
or contrarianism is one with at least three states. For this case, we show that 
(i) a U-shaped (hill-shaped) signal is necessary for herding (contrarianism) 
and (ii) herding (contrarianism) occurs with positive probability if there exists 
at least one U-shaped (hill-shaped) signal and there is a sufficient amount of 
noise trading. The latter assumption on the minimum level of noise trading 
is not required in all cases and is made as otherwise the bid and ask spread 
may be too large to induce appropriate trading. In Section 9, we show that the 
intuition for our three-state characterization carries over to a setup with an 
arbitrary number of states. 

We obtain our characterization results without restrictions on the sig- 
nal structure. In the literature on asymmetric information, it is often as- 
sumed that information structures satisfy the monotone likelihood ratio prop- 
erty (MLRP). Such information structures are "well behaved" because, for 
example, investors' expectations are ordered. It may appear that such a 
strong monotonicity requirement would prohibit herding or contrarianism. Yet 
MLRP not only admits the possibility of U-shaped signals (and thus herding) 
or hill-shaped signals (and thus contrarianism), but also the trading histories 
that generate herding and contrarianism are significantly simpler to describe 
with than without MLRP signals. 

Our second set of results concerns the impact of social learning on prices. 
We first show that the range of price movements can be very large during both 
contrarianism and herding. We then compare price movements in our setup 
where agents observe one another with those in a hypothetical economy that 
is otherwise identical to our setup except that the informed traders do not 
switch behavior. We refer to the former as the transparent economy and to the 
latter as the opaque economy. In contrast to the transparent economy, in the 
opaque economy there is no social learning by assumption. We show, for the 
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976 A. PARK AND H. SABOURIAN 

case of MLRP, that once herding or contrarianism begins, prices respond more 
to individual trades relative to the situation without social learning so that price 
rises and price drops are greater in the transparent setup than in the opaque 
one.5 As a corollary, liquidity, measured by the inverse of the bid-ask spread, 
is lower with social learning than without. 

The price volatility and liquidity results may have important implications 
for the discussion on the merits of "market transparency." The price path in 
the opaque economy can be interpreted as the outcome of a trading mecha- 
nism in which people submit orders without knowing the behavior of others or 
the market price. Our results indicate that in the less transparent setup, price 
movements are less pronounced and liquidity is higher. 

While the results on price ranges, volatility, and liquidity indicate similarities 
between herding and contrarianism, there is also a stark difference. Contrar- 
ian trades are self-defeating because a large number of such trades will cause 
prices to move against the crowd, thus ending contrarianism. During herding, 
on the other hand, investors continue to herd when trades are in the direction 
of the crowd, so herding is self-enforcing. 

Examples of Situations That Generate U- and Hill-Shaped Signals 

First, a U-shaped signal may be interpreted as a "volatility signal."6 Very 
informally, an example is a signal that generates a mean preserving spread 
of a symmetric prior distribution. Conversely, a mean preserving signal that 
decreases the variance is hill-shaped. 

Second, U-shaped and hill-shaped signals may also be good descriptions of 
situations with a potential upcoming event that has an uncertain impact. For 
example, consider the case of a company or institution that contemplates ap- 
pointing a new leader who is an uncompromising "reformer." If this person 
takes power, then either the necessary reforms take place or there will be strife 
with calamitous outcomes. Thus the institution will not be the same, as the new 
leader will be either very good or disastrous. Any private information signify- 
ing that the person is likely to be appointed exemplifies a U-shaped signal and 
any information revealing that this person is unlikely to be appointed (and thus 
the institution will carry on as before) represents a hill-shaped signal.7 

5 The increase in price volatility associated with herding is only relative to a hypothetical sce- 
nario. Even when herding is possible, in the long-run, volatility settles down and prices react less 
to individual trades. It is well known that the variance of martingale price processes such as ours 
is bounded by model primitives. 

6We thank both Markus Brunnermeier and an anonymous referee for this interpretation. 7 Other examples include an upcoming merger or takeover with uncertain merits, the possibility 
of a government stepping down, announcements of Food and Drug Administration (FDA) drug 
approvals, and outcomes of lawsuits. Degenerate examples for such signals were first discussed 
by Easley and O'Hara (1992) and referred to as "event uncertainty." 
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HERDING AND CONTRARIAN BEHAVIOR 977 

Third, consider a financial institution (FI) that is a competitor to a bank 
that has recently failed. Suppose there are three possible scenarios: (i) the FI 
will also fail because it has deals with the failed bank that will not be honored 
and/or that the business model of the FI is as bad as that of the failed bank; 
(ii) the FFs situation is entirely unrelated to the bank and the latter's collapse 
will not affect the FI; (iii) the FI may benefit greatly from the bank's collapse, 
as it is able to attract the failed bank's customers and most capable employees. 
Cases (i) and (iii) resemble extreme outcomes and case (ii) resembles a middle 
outcome. 

In this environment, some investor's information might have implied that 
the most likely outcome is either that the FI will also go down as well or that 
it will benefit greatly from the failed banks' demise. Such information is an 
example of a U-shaped signal. Alternatively, some investors' assessments might 
have implied that the most likely outcome is that the FI is unaffected. Such 
information is an example of a hill-shaped signal. 

It is conceivable that in the Fall of 2008 (after the collapse of Lehman) and 
early 2009, many investors believed that for individual financial institutions the 
two extreme states (collapse or thrive) were the most likely outcomes. Then 
our theory predicts the potential for herd behavior, with investors changing 
behavior in the direction of the crowd, causing strong short-term price fluctua- 
tions. Hill-shaped private signals, signifying that the institutions were likely to 
be unaffected, may also have occurred, inducing contrarianism and changes of 
behavior against the crowd. 

The Mechanism That Induces Herding and Contrarianism 

Consider the above banking example and assume that all scenarios are 
equally likely. Let the value of the stock of the FI in each of the three sce- 
narios (i), (ii), and (iii) be Vx < V2 < V3, respectively. We are interested in the 
behavior of an investor, who has a private signal S, after different public an- 
nouncements. Specifically, consider a good public announcement G that rules 
out the worst state, Pr(Vi'G) = 0, and a bad public announcement В that rules 
out the best state, Pr(V3'B) = 0. Assume that the price of the stock is equal to 
the expected value of the asset conditional on the public information and that 
the investor buys (sells) if his expectation exceeds (is less than) the price. Note 
that the price will be higher after G and lower after B, compared to the ex ante 
situation when all outcomes are equally likely. 

Both G and В eliminate one state, so that after each such announcement, 
there are only two states left. In two-state models, an investor has a higher 
(lower) expectation than the market if and only if his private information is 
more (less) favorable toward the better state than toward the worse state. 
Thus, in the cases of G and B, E[V'G] ̂  E[K|5, G] is equivalent to Pr(S'V2) ̂ 
Pr(S'V3) and E[V'S,B] ^ E[V'B] is equivalent to Pr(S'V2) ̂ PrCSI^). Hence, 
for example, after good news G, an investors buys (sells) if he thinks, relative 
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978 A. PARK AND H. SABOURIAN 

to the market, that it is more (less) likely that the FI will thrive than being 
unaffected. 

It follows from the above discussion that the investor buys after G and sells 
after В if and only if Pr(5|F3) > Pr(5|F2) and Pr(S'Vi) > Pr(5|F2). Such an in- 
vestor, loosely, herds in the sense that he acts like a momentum trader, buying 
with rising and selling with falling prices. The private information (conditional 
probabilities) that is both necessary and sufficient for such behavior thus has a 
U shape. Conversely, the investor sells after G and buys after В if and only if 
Pr(S'V3) < Pr(S|F2) and Pr(S|*i) < Pr(5|F2). Such an investor, loosely, trades 
contrary to the general movement of prices. The private information that is 
both necessary and sufficient to generate such a behavior thus has a hill shape.8 

There are several points to note about this example. First, the public an- 
nouncements G and В are degenerate as they each exclude one of the extreme 
states. Yet the same kind of reasoning holds if we replace G by an announce- 
ment that attaches arbitrarily small probability to the worst outcome, Fb and 
if we replace В by an announcement that attaches arbitrarily small probability 
to the best outcome, V3. Second, in the above illustration, G and В are ex- 
ogenous public signals. In the security model described in this paper, on the 
other hand, public announcements or, more generally, public information, are 
created endogenously by the history of publicly observable transactions. Yet the 
intuition behind our characterization results is similar to the above illustration. 
The analysis in the paper involves describing public histories of trades that al- 
low investors to almost rule out some extreme outcome, either Vx or V3.9 Such 
histories are equivalent to public announcements G and В (or, to be more pre- 
cise, to perturbations of G and B), and demonstrating their existence is crucial 
for demonstrating the existence of herding and contrarianism. 

Overview 

The next section discusses some of the related literature. Section 3 outlines 
the setup. Section 4 defines herding and contrarian behavior. Section 5 dis- 
cusses the necessary and sufficient conditions that ensure herding and contrar- 
ianism. Section 6 discusses the special case of MLRP signals. Section 7 consid- 
ers the resiliency, and fragility of herding and contrarianism and describes the 
range of prices for which there may be herding and contrarianism. Section 8 
discusses the impact of social learning on prices with respect to volatility and 
liquidity. Section 9 extends the result to a setting with an arbitrary number of 

8 In our formal definition of herding and contrarianism, we benchmark behavior against the 
decision that the trader would take at the initial history, but the switching mechanism is akin to 
what we describe here. 

9 In the asset market described in the paper, every state has a positive probability at all finite 
trading histories because of the existence of noise traders. Therefore, we describe public histories 
at which the probabilities of extreme states are arbitrarily small, but not zero. 
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HERDING AND CONTRARIAN BEHAVIOR 979 

states. Section 10 discusses the relation of our findings to an earlier important 
paper on financial market herding. Section 11 concludes. Proofs that are not 
given in the text are either in the Appendix or in the Supplemental Material 
(Park and Sabourian (2011)). 

2. RELATED LITERATURE 

Extensive literature surveys on herding in financial markets are given in 
Brunnermeier (2001), Chamley (2004), and Vives (2008). Our work relates to 
the part of the literature that focuses on short-run herding. The work closest 
to ours is Avery and Zemsky (1998) (henceforth AZ), who were the first to 
present an intuitively appealing example of informational herding in financial 
markets. They argued that herd behavior with informationally efficient asset 
prices is not possible unless signals are "nonmonotonic" and they attributed the 
herding result in their example to "multidimensional uncertainty" (investors 
have a finer information structure than the market). In their main example, 
however, prices hardly move under herding. To generate extreme price move- 
ments (bubbles) with herding, AZ expanded their example to a second level 
of information asymmetry that leads to an even finer information partition. 
Yet even with these further informational asymmetries, the likelihood of large 
price movements during herding is extremely small (see Chamley (2004)). 

The profession, for instance, Brunnermeier (2001), Bikhchandani and Sunil 
(2000), and Chamley (2004), has derived three messages from AZ's paper. 
First, with "unidimensional" or "monotonie" signal structures, herding is im- 
possible. Second, the information structure needed to induce herding is very 
special. Third, herding does not involve violent price movements except in the 
most unlikely environments. 

AZ's examples are special cases of our framework. Our paper demonstrates 
that the conclusions derived from AZ's examples should be reconsidered. First, 
we show that it is U-shaped signals, and not multidimensionality or nonmono- 
tonicity of the information structure, that is both necessary and sufficient for 
herding. Second, while AZ's examples are intuitively appealing, due to their ex- 
treme nature (with several degenerate features), it may be argued that they are 
very special and, therefore, have limited economic relevance. Our results show 
instead that herding may apply in a much more general fashion and, there- 
fore, there may be a great deal more rational informational herding than is 
currently expected in the literature. Third, we show that extreme price move- 
ments with herding are possible under not so unlikely situations, even with 
MLRP signals and without "further dimensions of uncertainty." In Section 10, 
we discuss these concepts in detail by comparing and contrasting the work and 
conclusions of AZ with ours. 

A related literature on informational learning explains how certain facets of 
market organization or incentives can lead to conformism and informational 
cascades. In Lee (1998), fixed transaction costs temporarily keep traders out 
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of the market. When they enter suddenly and en masse, the market maker 
absorbs their trades at a fixed price, leading to large price jumps after this 
"avalanche." In Cipriani and Guarino (2008), traders have private benefits 
from trading in addition to the fundamental value payoff. As the private and 
public expectations converge, private benefits gain importance to the point 
when they overwhelm the informational rents. Then learning breaks down and 
an informational cascade arises. In Dasgupta and Prat (2008), an informational 
cascade is triggered by traders' reputation concerns, which eventually outweigh 
the possible benefit from trading on information. Chari and Kehoe (2004) also 
studied a financial market with efficient prices; herding in their model arises 
with respect to a capital investment that is made outside of the financial mar- 
ket. 

Our work also relates to the literature that shows how public signals can 
have a larger influence on stock price fluctuations than warranted by their in- 
formation content. Beginning with He and Wang (1995), who described the 
relation between public information and nonrandom trading volume patterns 
caused by the dynamic trading activities of long-lived traders, this literature 
has identified how traders who care for future prices (as opposed to fundamen- 
tals) rely excessively on public expectations (see also Allen, Morris, and Shin 
(2006), Bacchetta and Wincoop (2006, 2008), Ozdenoren and Yuan (2007), 
and Goldstein, Ozdenoren, and Yuan (2010)). 

All of the above contributions highlight important aspects, facets, and mech- 
anisms that can trigger conformism in financial markets. Our findings comple- 
ment the literature in that the effects that we identify may be combined with 
many of the above studies and they may amplify the effects described therein. 

3. THE MODEL 

We model financial market sequential trading in the tradition of Glosten and 
Milgrom (1985). 

Security: There is a single risky asset with a value V from a set of three 
potential values V = {VUV2,V3) with V1<V2<V3. Value V is the liquidation 
or true value when the game has ended and all uncertainty has been resolved. 
States Vi and V3 are the extreme states; state V2 is the moderate state. The 
prior distribution over V is denoted by Pr(-). To simplify the computations, we 
assume that {Vu V2, V3] = {0, V, 2V}, V > 0, and that the prior distribution is 
symmetric around V2; thus Pr(Fi) = Pr(V3).10 

Traders: There is a pool of traders that consists of two kinds of agents: noise 
traders and informed traders. At each discrete date t, one trader arrives at the 
market in an exogenous and random sequence. Each trader can only trade 
once at the point in time at which he arrives. We assume that at each date, the 

10The ideas of this paper remain valid without these symmetry assumptions. 
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HERDING AND CONTRARIAN BEHAVIOR 981 

entering trader is an informed agent with probability fi > 0 and a noise trader 
with probability 1 - /x > 0. 

The informed agents are risk neutral and rational. Each receives a private, 
conditionally independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) signal about the 
true value of the asset V. The set of possible signals or types of informed 
agents is denoted by S and consists of three elements Sb S2, and S3. The sig- 
nal structure of the informed can, therefore, be described by a 3-by-3 matrix 
1 = {Pr(S,-|J^)}ij=i,2,3, where Pr(Si'Vj) is the probability of signal S¿ if the true 
value of the asset is V¡. 

Noise traders have no information and trade randomly. These traders are 
not necessarily irrational, but they trade for reasons not included in this model, 
such as liquidity.11 

Market Maker: Trade in the market is organized by a market maker who 
has no private information. He is subject to competition and thus makes zero 
expected profits. In every period t, prior to the arrival of a trader, he posts a 
bid price bid' at which he is willing to buy the security and an ask price ask' 
at which he is willing to sell the security. Consequently, he sets prices in the 
interval [VUV3]. 

Traders' Actions: Each trader can buy or sell one unit of the security at 
prices posted by the market maker, or he can be inactive. So the set of pos- 
sible actions for any trader is {buy, hold, sell}. We denote the action taken in 
period t by the trader who arrives at that date by ď. We assume that noise 
traders trade with equal probability. Therefore, in any period, a noise-trader 
buy, hold, or sale occurs with probability y = (1 - /i)/3 each. 

Public History: The structure of the model is common knowledge among 
all market participants. The identity of a trader and his signal are private in- 
formation, but everyone can observe past trades and transaction prices. The 
history (public information) at any date t > 1, the sequence of the traders' 
past actions together with the realized past transaction prices, is denoted by 
Я' = ((я1, p1), . . . , (я'"1, у'1)) for t > 1, where aT and pT are traders' actions 
and realized transaction prices at any date т < t, respectively. Also, Я1 refers 
to the initial history before any trade takes place. 

Public Belief and Public Expectation: For any date t and any history Я', de- 
note the public belief/probability that the true liquidation value of the asset 
is Vi by q' = Рг(1^|Я') for each i = 1, 2, 3. The public expectation, which we 
sometimes also refer to as the market expectation, of the liquidation value at 
Я' is given by Е[К|Я'] = £ я№- ̂so> we shall> respectively, denote the prob- 
ability of a buy and the probability of a sale at any history Я', when the true 
value of the asset is Vh by ß' = Рг(Ьиу|Я', Vi) and a¡ = Pr(sell|#', V¿). For in- 
stance, suppose that at history Я', the only informed type that buys is S,. Then 

11 As is common in the microstructure literature with asymmetric information, we assume that 
noise traders have positive weight (д < 1) to prevent "no-trade" outcomes à la Milgrom and 
Stokey (1982). 
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982 A. PARK AND H. SABOURIAN 

when the true value is Vh the probability of a buy is given by the probability that 
there is a noise trader who buys plus the probability that there is an informed 
trader with signal S} : ß' = (1 - /л)/3 + /л Pr(Sj Щ). 

The Informed Trader's Optimal Choice: The game played by the informed 
agents is one of incomplete information; therefore, the optimal strategies cor- 
respond to a perfect Bayesian equilibrium. Here, the equilibrium strategy for 
each trader simply involves comparing the quoted prices with his expected 
value, taking into account both the public history and his own private infor- 
mation. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to equilibria in which each agent 
trades only if he is strictly better off (in the case of indifference, the agents do 
not trade). Therefore, the equilibrium strategy of an informed trader who en- 
ters the market in period t, receives signal S*, and observes history Я' is (i) to 
buy if E[V'H', S'] > ask', (ii) to sell if bid' > E[F|#', S'], and (iii) to hold in all 
other cases. 

The Market Maker's Price- Setting: To ensure that the market maker receives 
zero expected profits, the bid and ask prices must satisfy the following cri- 
teria at any date t and any history Я' :ask' = Е[К|я' = buy at ask', Я'] and 
bid' = E[V'ď = sell at bid', Я']. Thus if there is a trade at #', the public ex- 
pectation Е[К|Я'+1] coincides with the transaction price at time t (ask' for a 
buy, bid' for a sale). If the market maker always sets prices equal to the public 
expectation, Е[К|Я'], he makes an expected loss on trades with an informed 
agent. However, if the market maker sets an ask price and a bid price, re- 
spectively, above and below the public expectation, he gains on noise traders, 
as their trades have no information value. Thus, in equilibrium, the market 
maker must make a profit on trades with noise traders to compensate for any 
losses against informed types. This implies that if, at any history Я', there is a 
possibility that the market maker trades with an informed trader, then there is 
a spread between the bid-ask prices at Я' and the public expectation Е[К|Я'] 
that satisfies ask' > Е[К|Я'] > bid'. 

Trading by the Informed Types and No Cascade Condition : At any history Я' , 
either informed types do not trade and every trade is by a noise trader or there 
is an informed type that would trade at the quoted prices. The game played 
by the informed types in the former case is trivial, as there will be no trade 
by the informed from Я' onward and an informational cascade occurs. The 
reason is that if there were no trades by the informed at Я', no information 
will be revealed, and the expectations and prices remain unchanged; hence, 
by induction, we would have no trading by the informed and no information 
revelation at any date after Я'. In this paper, we thus consider only the case in 
which at every history, there is an informed type that would trade at the quoted 
prices. 

Informative Private Signals: The private signals of the informed traders are 
informative at history Я' if 

(1) there exists S e S such that Е[К|Я', S] ф Е[К|Я']. 
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HERDING AND CONTRARIAN BEHAVIOR 983 

First note that (1) implies that at H* there is an informed type that buys and 
an informed type that sells. To see this, observe that by (1) there must exist 
two signals S' and S" such that E[V'H',S'] < E[V'H'] < Е[К|Я',5"]. If no 
informed type buys at #', then there is no informational content in a buy 
and ask' = E[V'H']. Then, by E[V'H'] < E[V'H'9S"]9 type S" must be buy- 
ing at Яг; a contradiction. Similarly, if no informed type sells at Я', then 
bid' = E[F|#']. Then, by E[V'H'] > E[F|#',S'], type S' must be selling at 
Я'; a contradiction. Second, it is also the case that if there is an informed 
type that trades at Я', then (1) must hold. Otherwise, for every signal 5 e S, 
E[V'H'S' = E[V'H'] = ask' = bid' and the informed types that not trade 
attf'. 

It follows from the above discussion that (1) is both necessary and sufficient 
for trading by an informed type at Я'. Since we are interested in the case when 
the informed types trade, we therefore assume throughout this paper that (1) 
holds at every history Я'.12 

One important consequence of condition (1) is that past behavior can be 
inferred from past transaction prices alone: since the bid and ask prices always 
differ by condition (1), one can infer behavior iteratively, starting from date 1. 
Therefore, all the results of this paper are valid if traders observe only past 
transaction prices and no-trades. 

Long-Run Behavior of the Model: Since price formation in our model is 
standard, (1) also ensures that standard asymptotic results on efficient prices 
hold. More specifically, by standard arguments as in Glosten and Milgrom 
(1985), we have that transaction prices form a martingale process. Since by (1), 
buys and sales have some information content (at every date there is an in- 
formed type that buys and one that sells), it also follows that beliefs and prices 
converge to the truth in the long run (see, for instance, Proposition 4 in AZ). 
However, here we are solely interested in short-run behavior and fluctuations. 

Conditional Signal Distributions: As we outlined in the Introduction, the 
possibility of herding or contrarian behavior for any informed agent with signal 
S € § depends critically on the shape of the conditional signal distribution of 5. 
Henceforth, we refer to the conditional signal distribution of the signal as the 
c.s.d. Furthermore, we will also employ the following terminology to describe 
four different types of c.s.d.s: 

increasing: Pr(S|Ki) < Pr(S|F2) < Pr(S|F3), 

decreasing: Pr(S|Ki) > Pr(5|F2) > Pr(5|F3), 

U-shaped: Pr(S|^) > Pr(5|F2) for i = 1, 3, 

hill-shaped: Pr(5|^) < Pr(5|F2) for i = 1, 3. 

12 A sufficient condition for (1) to hold at every #' is that all minors of order 2 of matrix 1 are 
nonzero. 
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An increasing c.s.d. is strictly increasing if all three conditional probabilities 
for the signal are distinct; a strictly decreasing c.s.d. is similarly defined. 

For the results in our paper, it is also important whether the likelihood of 
a signal is higher in one of the extreme states Vx or V3 relative to the other 
extreme state. We thus define the bias of a signal S as Pr(S|J^) - Pr(5|Fi). 
A U-shaped c.s.d. with a negative bias, Pr(5|F3) - Pr(5|Ki) < 0, will be labeled 
as an nU-shaped c.s.d. and a U-shaped c.s.d. with a positive bias, Pr(S'V3) - 
Pr(5|Fi) > 0, will be labeled as a pU-shaped c.s.d. Similarly, we use nhill (phill) 
to describe a hill-shaped c.s.d. with a negative (positive) bias. 

In describing the above properties of a type of c.s.d. for a signal, we shall 
henceforth drop the reference to the c.s.d. and attribute the property to the 
signal itself, when the meaning is clear. Similarly, when describing the behavior 
of a signal recipient, we attribute the behavior to the signal itself. 

4. DEFINITIONS OF HERDING AND CONTRARIAN BEHAVIOR 

In the literature, there are several definitions of herding. Some require "ac- 
tion convergence" or even complete informational cascades where all types 
take the same action in each state, irrespective of their private information; 
see Brunnermeier (2001), Chamley (2004), and Vives (2008). The key feature 
of this early literature was that herding can induce, after some date, the loss of 
all private information and wrong or inefficient decisions thereafter. 

A situation like an informational cascade in which all informed types act 
alike may not, however, be very interesting in an informationally efficient fi- 
nancial market setting. In such a framework, prices account for the informa- 
tion contained in the traders' actions. If all informed types act alike, then their 
actions would be uninformative and, as result, price would not move. There- 
fore, such uniformity of behavior cannot explain price movements, which are 
a key feature of financial markets. Moreover, if the uniform action involves 
trading, then a large imbalance of trades would accumulate without affecting 
prices - contrary to common empirical findings.13 

Furthermore, as we have explained in the previous section, in our "standard" 
microstructure trading model, at any history, uniform behavior by the informed 
types is possible if and only if all private signals are uninformative, in the sense 
that the private expectations of all informed types are equal that of the market 
expectation (condition (1) is violated). The case of such uninformative private 
signals is trivial and uninteresting, as it implies that no further information is 
revealed, that all informed types have the same expectation, and that, because 
we assume that informed agents trade only if trading makes them strictly better 
off, a no-trade cascade results. 

In this paper we thus focus on the social learning (learning from others) 
aspect of behavior for individual traders that is implied by the notion of herd- 
ing from the earlier literature. Specifically, we follow Brunnermeier's (2001, 

13 See, for instance, Chordia, Roll, and Subrahmanyam (2002). 
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Chap. 5) description of herding as a situation in which "an agent imitates the 
decision of his predecessor even though his own signal might advise him to take 
a different action," and we consider the behavior of el particular signal type by 
looking at how the history of past trading can induce a trader to change behav- 
ior and trade against his private signal.14 

Imitative behavior is not the only type of behavior that learning from oth- 
ers' past trading activities may generate: a trader may also switch behavior 
and go against what most have done in the past. We call such social learn- 
ing contrarianism and differentiate it from herding by describing the latter as a 
history-induced switch of opinion in the direction of the crowd and the former 
as a history-induced switch against the direction of the crowd. The direction of 
the crowd here is defined by the "recent" price movement. Thus, there is a 
symmetry in our definitions, making herding the intuitive counterpart to con- 
trarianism. 

Definition: Herding. A trader with signal S buy herds in period t at history 
tf ' if and only if (i) E[V'S] < bid1, (ii) E[K|S, tf '] > ask', or (iii-h) E[F|tf '] > 
E[V]. Sell herding at history tf ' is defined analogously with the required con- 
ditions E[V'S] > ask1, E[V'S, tf '] < bid', and E[F|tf '] < E[V]. Type S herds if 
he either buy herds or sell herds at some history. 

Contrarianism. A trader with signal S engages in buy contrarianism in pe- 
riod t at history tf ' if and only if (i) E[V'S] < bid1, (ii) E[V'S, tf '] > ask', or 
(iii-c) E[V'H '] < E[V]. Sell contrarianism at history tf ' is defined analogously 
with the required conditions E[V'S] > ask1, E[V'S, tf '] < bid', and E[V'H '] > 
E[V]. Type S engages in contrarianism if he engages in either buy contrarian- 
ism or sell contrarianism at some history. 

Both with buy herding and buy contrarianism, type S prefers to sell at the ini- 
tial history before observing other traders' actions (condition (i)), but prefers 
to buy after observing the history tf ' (condition (ii)). The key differences be- 
tween buy herding and buy contrarianism are conditions (iii-h) and (iii-c). The 
former requires the public expectation, which is the last transaction price and 
an average of the bid and ask prices, to rise at history tf ' so that a change of 
action from selling to buying at tf ' is with the general movement of the prices 
(crowd), whereas the latter condition requires the public expectation to have 
dropped so that a trader who buys at tf ' acts against the movement of prices. 

Henceforth, we refer to a buy herding history as one at which some type, were 
they to trade, would buy herd at that history; similarly for a buy contrarianism 
history. 

14Vives (2008, Chap. 6) adopted a similar view of herding, defining it as a situation in which 
agents put "too little" weight on their private signals with respect to a well defined welfare bench- 
mark. 
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Our definition of herding is identical to that in Avery and Zemsky (1998),15 
and it has also been used in other work on social learning in financial markets 
(see, for instance, Cipriani and Guarino (2005) or Drehmann, Oechssler, and 
Roider (2005)). It describes histories at which a trader acts against his signal 
(judgement) and follows the trend, where "against his signal" is defined by 
comparing the herding action to the benchmark without public information. 
"The trend" is identified by price movements based on the idea that prices rise 
(fall) when there are more (less) buys than sales. The contrarianism definition, 
on the other hand, captures the contra-trend action that is also against one's 
signal.16 

Our definitions also capture well documented financial market trading be- 
havior. In particular, our herding definition is a formalization of the idea of 
rational momentum trading. It also captures the situation in which traders be- 
have as if their demand functions are increasing. Contrarianism has a mean- 
reversion flavor. Both momentum and contrarian trading have been analyzed 
extensively in the empirical literature and have been found to generate abnor- 
mal returns over some time horizon.17 Our analysis thus provides a character- 
ization for momentum and mean-reversion behavior, and shows that it can be 
rational. 

As we have argued above, in our setup we assume that trades are informative 
to avoid the uninteresting case of a no-trade cascade. Thus, we cannot have a 
situation in which all informed types act alike.18 Nevertheless, our setup allows 
for the possibility that a very large portion of informed traders are involved in 
herding or contrarianism. The precise proportion of such informed traders is, 
in fact, determined exogenously by the information structure through the like- 

15 Avery and Zemsky's (1998) definition of contrarianism is stronger than ours (they also im- 
posed an additional bound on price movements that reflects the expectations that would obtain 
if the traders received an infinite number of draws of the same signal). We adopt the definition 
of contrarianism above because, as we explained before, it is a natural and simple counterpart to 
the definition of herd behavior. 

16Herding and contrarianism here refer to extreme switches of behavior from selling to buying 
or the reverse. One could expand the definition to switches from holding to buying or to selling (or 
the reverse). For consistency with the earlier literature, we use the extreme cases where switches 
do not include holding. 17 In the empirical literature, contrarian behavior is found to be profitable in the very short run 
(1 week and 1 month, Jegadeesh (1990) and Lehmann (1990)) and in the very long run (3-5 years, 
de Bondt and Thaler (1985)). Momentum trading is found to be profitable over the medium term 
(3-12 months, Jegadeesh and Titman (1993)) and exceptionally unprofitable beyond that (the 24 
months following the first 12, Jegadeesh and Titman (2001)). Sadka (2006) studied systematic 
liquidity risk and linked a component of it, which is caused by informed trading, to returns on 
momentum trading. 

18Note that even though with no cascades (the market expects that), the different types do not 
take the same actions, in degenerate settings when a particular type is not present in certain states, 
it is possible that in these particular states all informed types that occur with positive probability 
take the same action. An example of such a degenerate situation is the information structure in 
Avery and Zemsky (1998) that we discuss in Section 10. 
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lihood that a trader receives the relevant signal. We discuss this point further 
in Section 11 and show that this proportion can be arbitrarily large. 

Although the informative trade assumption ensures that asymptotically the 
true value of the security is learned, our definition of herding and contrarian- 
ism admits the possibility of switches of trades "in the wrong direction" in the 
short run. For instance, traders may buy herd even though the true value of the 
asset is Vi (the lowest). 

Finally, social learning can have efficiency consequences. In any setting 
where agents learn from the actions of others, an informational externality 
is inevitable as future agents are affected when earlier agents take actions 
that reveal private information. For example, in the early herding models of 
Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch (1992) and Banerjee (1992), once a cas- 
cade begins, no further information is revealed. However, in this paper, we do 
not address the efficiency element, because it requires a welfare benchmark, 
which "is generally lacking in asymmetric information models of asset mar- 
kets" (see Avery and Zemsky (1998, p. 728)). Instead, our definition is con- 
cerned with observable behavior and outcomes that are sensitive to the details 
of the trading history. Such sensitivities may dramatically affect prices in finan- 
cial markets. 

5. CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS: THE GENERAL CASE 

The main characterization result for herding and contrarianism is as follows: 

Theorem 1: (a) Herding, (i) Necessity: If type S herds, then S is U-shaped 
with a nonzero bias, (ii) Sufficiency: If there is a U-shaped type with a nonzero 
bias, there exists fih e (0, 1] such that some informed type herds when /л < 'xh. 

(b) Contrarianism. (i) Necessity: If type S acts as a contrarian, then S is 
hill-shaped with a nonzero bias, (ii) Sufficiency: If there is a hill-shaped type with 
a nonzero bias, there exists jjlc e (0, 1] such that some informed type acts as a 
contrarian when fi< ¡xc. 

Theorem 1 does not specify when we have buy or sell herding or when we 
have buy or sell contrarianism. In what follows, we first consider the neces- 
sary and then the sufficient conditions for each of these cases. The proof of 
Theorem 1 then follows from these characterization results at the end of this 
section. 

We begin by stating three useful lemmas. The first lemma provides a charac- 
terization for the difference between private and public expectations. 

Lemma 1: For any S, time t, and history #', E[V'S, #'] - E[F|#'] has the 
same sign as 

(2) qW2[Pr(S'V2) - PrtflKO] + î^[Pr(S|K3) - Pr(S|K2)] 

+ 2íí^[Pr(S|K3)-Pr(S|Ki)]. 
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Second, as the prior on the liquidation values is symmetric, it follows that 
the expectation of the informed is less (greater) than the public expectation at 
the initial history if and only if his signal is negatively (positively) biased. 

Lemma 2: For any signal S, E[K|5] is less than E[V] if and only if S has a 
negative bias, and E[V'S] is greater than E[V] if and only if S has a positive bias. 

An immediate implication of this lemma is that someone sells at the initial 
history only if this type's signal is negatively biased and buys only if the signal 
is positively biased. 

Third, note that herding and contrarianism involve switches in behavior after 
changes in public expectations relative to the initial period. A useful way to 
characterize these changes is the following lemma. 

LEMMA 3: IfE[V'H'] > E[V],then q'3 > q[,andifE[V] > E[V'H%then q[ > 

Thus the public expectation rises (falls) if and only if the public belief at- 
taches a lower (higher) probability to the lowest value, Vx, than to the highest 
value, V3. 

5.1. Necessary Conditions 

Herding and contrarianism by a given signal type involve buying at some his- 
tory and selling at another. Our first result establishes that this cannot happen 
if the signal is decreasing or increasing. Consider a decreasing type S. Since 
the ask price always exceeds the public expectation, it follows that, at any H' 
type S does not buy if the expectation of S, E[V'S, Я'], is no more than the 
public expectation, E[V'Hl]. The latter must indeed hold because, for any two 
valuations Vt and Vh such that Vt<Vh, the likelihood that a decreasing type S 
attaches to Vt relative Vh at any history H* cannot exceed that of the market: 

Рг(И|5,Я') = Рг(И|Я0Рг(5|1^) < Рг(ЩЯ') 
Pr(Vh'S,H') Pr(Vh'H')Pr(S'Vh) 

- 
P«Vh'H')' 

Formally, every term in (2) is nonpositive when S is decreasing; therefore, it 
follows immediately from Lemma 1 that E[V'S, H'] < E[V'H% 

An analogous set of arguments demonstrates that an increasing type does 
not sell at any history. Therefore, we can state the following proposition. 

Proposition 1:7/5 is decreasing, then type S does not buy at any history. If S 
is increasing, then type S does not sell at any history. Thus recipients of such signals 
cannot herd or behave as contrarians. 
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Proposition 1 demonstrates that any herding and contrarian type must be 
either U- or hill-shaped. We next refine these necessary conditions further and 
state the main result of this subsection as follows. 

Proposition 2: (a) Type S buy herds only if S is nU -shaped and sell herds only 
if S is pU -shaped, (b) Type S acts as a buy contrarian only if S is nhill-shaped and 
acts as a sell contrarian only if S is phill-shaped. 

A sketch of the proof of Proposition 2 for buy herding and buy contrarianism 
is as follows. Suppose that S buy herds or acts as a buy contrarian. Then it 
must be that at Я1, type S sells and thus his expectation is below the public 
expectation. By Lemma 2, this implies that S is negatively biased.19 Thus, by 
Proposition 1, S is either nU- or nhill-shaped. 

The proof is completed by showing that buy herding is inconsistent with 
an nhill-shaped c.s.d. and that buy contrarianism is inconsistent with an nU- 
shaped c.s.d. To see the intuition, for example, for the case of buy herding, 
note that in forming his belief, a trader with an nhill-shaped c.s.d. puts less 
weight on the tails of his belief (and thus more on the center) relative to the 
public belief; furthermore, the shift from the tail towards the center is more 
for value V3 than for Vx because of the negative bias. When buy herding oc- 
curs, the public belief must have risen and thus, by Lemma 3, the public belief 
attaches more weight to V3 relative to Vx (i.e., q[ < q3). Such a redistribution 
of probability mass ensures that 5"s expectation is less than that of the public. 
Hence an nhill-shaped S cannot be buying. 

The arguments for sell herding and sell contrarianism are analogous except 
that here the bias has to be positive to ensure that the informed type buys at 
the initial history. 

5.2. Sufficient Conditions 

The above necessary conditions - U shape for herding and hill shape for 
contrarianism - turn out to be almost sufficient as well. Before stating the suf- 
ficiency results, it will be useful to discuss two of the ideas that provide insight 
into the analysis. 

(I) With a U-shaped signal 5, the difference between the private and the pub- 
lic expectation, E[V'S, Я'] - E[V'Hl' is positive at histories at which the public 
probability of state Vx is sufficiently small relative to the probability of the other 
states {both q^q^ and q[/qt3 are close to zero) and is negative at histories at which 
the public probability of state V3 is sufficiently small relative to the probability of 
the other states (both qt3/q[ and qt3/q[ are close to zero). Fora hill-shaped signal S 
the sign of this difference is the reverse. 

19The bias is only required because we assume that priors are symmetric. 
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The intuition for this statement relates to the example from the Introduc- 
tion. Consider first any history H* at which both q[/q2 and q[/qt3 are close to 
zero. Then there are effectively two states V2 and Й* at Я'. This means that at 
such a history, the difference between the expectations of an informed type S 
and of the public (which has no private information), E[F|5, Я'] - E[V'H% 
has the same sign as Pr(5|K3) - Pr(5|F2).20 The latter is positive for a U- 
shaped S and negative for a hill-shaped S. Thus, at such history, E[K|5, Я'] - 
E[K|//'] is positive if S is U-shaped and is negative if S is hill-shaped. 

By a similar reasoning, the opposite happens at any history H* at which 
both qtjq[ and q'lq' are close to zero. At such a history, there are effectively 
two states, Vx and V2' therefore, E[K|S,#'] - E[F|#'] has the same sign as 
Pr(S'V2) - Pr(5|Fi).21 Since the latter is negative for a U-shaped 5 and positive 
for a hill-shaped 5, it follows that at such a history, E[V'S,Hl] - E[K|#'] is 
negative if S is U-shaped and is positive if S is hill-shaped. 

(II) The probability of noise trading may have to be sufficiently large to ensure 
that the bid-ask spread is not too wide both at the initial history and later at the 
history at which the herding or contrarian candidate changes behavior. 

In (I), we have compared the private expectation of the informed trader with 
that of the public. To establish the existence of herding or contrarian behavior, 
however, we must compare the private expectations with the bid and askprices. 
The difference is that bid and ask prices form a spread around the public ex- 
pectation. To ensure the possibility of herding or contrarianism, this spread 
must be sufficiently "tight." Tightness of the spread, in turn, depends on the 
extent of noise trading: the more noise there is (the smaller the likelihood of 
the informed types, /jl), the tighter is the spread. 

More specifically, to ensure buy herding or buy contrarianism (the other 
cases are similar) by an informed type, a minimal amount of noise trading may 
be necessary, so that the informed type (i) sells initially and (ii) switches to 
buying after some history Я'. Below, we formalize these minimal noise trading 
restrictions by introducing two bounds, one to ensure a tight spread for the 
initial sell and the second to ensure a tight spread for the subsequent switch 
to buying, and we require the likelihood of informed trading /л to be less than 
both these bounds. 

Appealing to the above ideas, we can now state a critical lemma. To save 
space, we state the result only for the case of buy herding and buy contrarian- 
ism. 

20Formally, at any #' at which both q[/q2 and q[/qt3 are close to zero, the first and the third 
terms in (2) are arbitrarily small; moreover, the second term in (2) has the same sign as Pr(5|F3) - 
Pr(S|F2); therefore, it follows from Lemma 1 that E[V'S,Ht] - E[V'Ht] has the same sign as 
Pr(S'V3)-Pr(S'V2). 21 This claim also follows from Lemma 1: at such history, the second and the third terms in (2) 
are arbitrarily small and the second term in (2) has the same sign as Pr(S'V3) - Pr(S'V2). 
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Lemma 4: (i) Suppose that signal S is nU -shaped. Then there exist ¿i/ and 
¡xsbh e (0, 1] such that S buy herds if /л < /льи = min{/x/, /¿sbh} and if the following 
statement holds: 

.«v For any e > 0, there exists a history Я' such that q[/q' < e for all I = W 2, 3. 

(ii) Suppose signal S is nhill-shaped. Then there exist /л1 and ¡jLsbc € (0, 1] such 
that S acts as a buy contrarian if /x < fibc = min{¿¿', fisbc] and if the following 
statement holds: 

Mv For any s > 0, there exists a history Я' such that q3/q' < e for all I = Mv W 1,2. 

Conditions (3) and (4) above ensure that there are histories at which the 
probability of an extreme state, VxoxV^ can be made arbitrarily small relative 
to the other states. Value fibh is the minimum of the two bounds /л1 and fibh9 
mentioned in (II), that respectively ensure that spreads are small enough at the 
initial history and at the time of the switch of behavior by a buy herding type. 
Similarly, /лЬс is the minimum of the two bounds yj and /xjc that respectively 
ensure that spreads are small enough at the initial history and at the time of 
the switch of behavior by a buy contrarian type 5. Below we will discuss how 
restrictive these bounds are and whether they are necessary for the results. 

A sketch of the proof for part (i) of Lemma 4 is as follows. First, by Lemma 2, 
S having a negative bias implies that E[F|5] < E[F]. Then it follows from the 
arguments outlined in (II) above that one can find an upper bound /л1 > 0 on 
the size of the informed trading such that if /x, < /x1', then at Я1 the bid price 
bid1 is close enough to the public expectation E[V] so that E[V'S] is also below 
bid1, that is, S sells at Я1. 

Second, since S is U-shaped, it follows from the arguments outlined 
in (I) that at any history Я' at which q[/q*2 and q[/qt3 are sufficiently small, 
E[K|S, #'] > E[F|#'] (by condition (3) such history #' exists). Then, by the 
arguments outlined in (//) above, one can find an upper bound ¡л8Ьк > 0 such 
that if /л < fisbh, then at #' the ask price ask' is sufficiently close to E[V'H'] so 
that E[V'S, #'] also exceeds ask', that is, S switches to buying. 

Finally, since q[/tf3 is small at Я', by Lemma 3, E[F|tf '] > E[V]. Thus, the 
switch to buying at Я' by 5 is in the direction of the crowd. 

The argument for contrarianism in part (ii) is analogous except that to en- 
sure E[V'S, #'] exceeds E[F|#'] at some history Я' for a hill-shaped S, by (I), 
Я' must be such that qt3/q[ and q^/q^ are sufficiently small (condition (4) en- 
sures that such history Я' exists). Then by (II) there exists /л5Ьс > 0 such that 
if ¡л < nsbc, ask' is sufficiently close to E[K|#'] so that E[V'S, Я'] > ask'. Fur- 
thermore, at such a history Я', 5 will be buying against the crowd because when 
qt3/q[ is small, which is the case at Я', by Lemma 3, Е[К|Я'] < E[F]. 
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A set of results similar to Lemma 4 can be obtained for the cases of sell herd- 
ing, and sell contrarianism except that to ensure sell herding, the appropriate 
assumptions are that S is pU and (4) holds, and to ensure sell contrarian, we 
need that S is phill and (3) holds.22 

The sufficiency results in Lemma 4 are nonvacuous provided that condi- 
tions (3) and (4) are satisfied. As these conditions depict properties of endoge- 
nous variables, to complete the analysis, we need to show the existence of the 
histories assumed by conditions (3) and (4). 

In some cases, this is a straightforward task. The easiest case arises when at 
any t there is a trade that reduces both q[/q'2 and q[/q3 or both q3/q[ and q^/q^ 
uniformly (independent of time). For example, suppose that the probability of 
a buy is uniformly increasing in the liquidation value at any date and history: 

(5) for some e > 0, /3j > ß • + e for any j > i and any t. 

Since q'^/qf1 = (qW)/(qffi) when there is a buy at date t, it follows that 
in this case a buy reduces both q[/q2 and q[/q'3 uniformly. Thus if (5) holds, a 
sufficiently large number of buys induces the histories described in (3). Simi- 
larly, with a sale, ?í+1/9y+1 = (q^D/iq^aj). Thus, if the probability of a sale is 
uniformly decreasing in the liquidation value at any Я', 

(6) for some s > 0, a¡ > a1. + e for any j > i and any t, 

then a sale reduces both q3/q[ and q'3/q2 uniformly. Thus, if (6) holds, a suffi- 
ciently large number of sales induces the histories described in (4).23 

Demonstrating conditions (3) and (4) generally, however, requires a sub- 
stantially more complex construction. In particular, in some cases there are 
no paths that result in both q[/q2 and q[/q3 decreasing at every t or in both 
q'3/q[ and q'3/q2 decreasing at every t.24 For these cases, we construct outcome 
paths consisting of two different stages. For example, to ensure (3), the path is 
constructed so that in the first stage, q[/q2 becomes small while ensuring that 
q[/qt3 does not increase by too much. Then in the second stage, once q^q^ is 

22These differences arise because with sell herding or sell contrarianism the informed needs to 
buy initially and switch to selling later. To ensure the former, by Lemma 2, we need to assume a 
positive bias and, to ensure the latter, the appropriate "extreme" histories at which the switches 
happen are the opposite of the buy herding and buy contrarian case. Also, the values for the 
bounds on the size of informed trading might be different for sell herding and sell contrarianism 
from those for buy herding and buy contrarianism. 

23These monotonicity properties of the probability of a buy and the probability of a sale as 
defined in (5) and (6) are satisfied, for instance, by MLRP information structures; see the next 
section. 

24For instance, if for every action a' (= buy, sell, or hold), the probability of a' in state Vx is 
no less than the probability of a1 in the other two states, there will not be a situation that reduces 
both q'lq' and q[/q'3. 
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sufficiently small, the continuation path makes q[/qt3 small while ensuring that 
q[/q2 does not increase by too much. A similar construction is used for (4). 

Such constructions work for most signal distributions. The exceptions are 
cases with two U-shaped signals with opposite biases or two hill-shaped signals 
with opposite biases. In these cases, we can show, depending on the bias of the 
third signal, that either (3) or (4) holds, but we cannot show both. For example, 
if one of the three signals is nU and another is pU, then we can show that (3) 
holds if the third signal has a nonnegative bias and (4) holds if the third signal 
has a nonpositive bias. This implies, by Lemma 4(i), that in the former case, 
the nU type buy herds, and in the latter case, by an analogous argument, the 
pU type sell herds (similarly for the contrarian situation). 

The next proposition is our main sufficiency result. It follows from the dis- 
cussion above, concerning (3) and (4), and Lemma 4 (for completeness, we 
state the result for buy and sell herding and for buy and sell contrarianism). 

Proposition 3: (a) Let S be nil-shaped. If another signal is pU-shaped, as- 
sume the third signal has a non negative bias. Then there exists fibh e (0, 1] such 
that S buy herds if ¡x < ¡uLbh. 

(b) Let S be pU -shaped. If another signal is nU -shaped, assume the third signal 
has a nonpositive bias. Then there exists /¿sh € (0, 1] such that S sell herds if ¡x < 

(c) Let S be nhill-shaped. If another signal is phill-shaped assume the third 
signal has a nonpositive bias. Then there exists ¡лЬс e (0, 1] such that S is a buy 
contrarian if ¡л < /лЬс. 

(d) Let S be phill-shaped. If another signal is nhill-shaped, assume the third 
signal has a nonnegative bias. Then there exists /jlsc € (0, 1] such that S is a sell 
contrarian if ¡л < /л5С. 

Discussion of the Noise Restriction 

For each of our sufficiency results above (Lemma 4 and Proposition 3), we 
assume that ¡л is less than some upper bound. We will now discuss whether 
these bounds are necessary for our results, and whether they are restrictive. 

Consider the case of buy herding by an nU-shaped type S as in Lemma 4(i). 
For this sufficiency result, we assume two restrictions: /л < /л1 and ¡л < fxsbh. 
These conditions respectively ensure that the spread is small enough at the 
initial history and at history H* at which there is a switch in behavior. In the 
Appendix, we show that there exists a unique value for the first bound, ¡л1 e 
(0, 1], such that /x < yj is also necessary for buy herding. 

In general, we cannot find a unique upper bound for the second value, fjisbh, 
such that /л < ^sbh is also necessary for buy herding. The reason is that the upper 
bound that ensures that the spread is not too large at the history Ht at which S 
switches to buying may depend on what the types other than S do at H*. Since 
there may be more than one history at which S switches to buying, this upper 
bound may not be unique. 
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The above difficulty with respect to the necessity of the second noise con- 
dition 'x < fisbh does not arise, for instance, when types other than S always 
take the same action.25 More generally, we show in the Supplemental Material 
(Proposition 3a), that /л < /xsbh is also necessary for buy herding provided there 
is at most one U-shaped signal. 

A similar argument applies to contrarian behavior. The noise restriction with 
respect to the initial trade is necessary, whereas the noise restriction with re- 
spect to the switch of behavior is necessary as long as there is at most one 
hill-shaped type. 

Finally, note that the bounds on ¡x in our sufficiency results do not always 
constitute a restriction. Consider again the case of buy herding for an nU 
type S. If at Я1, type S has the lowest expectation among all informed types, 
then his expectation must be less than the bid price at Я1 and, thus, there is no 
need for any restriction on the size of the informed at Я1 (ц! can be set to 1). 
Likewise, if at Я' at which buy herding occurs, type S has the highest expec- 
tation (for example, this happens if no type other than S buys at Я'), then his 
expectation must be greater than the ask price at Я' and, therefore, no restric- 
tion on the size of the informed is needed (/xsbh can be set to 1). Consequently, 
to obtain our sufficiency results, there are restrictions on the value of /jl only if 
at Я1 or at the switch history Я' the expectation of the herding candidate is in 
between those of the other signal types.26 

5.3. Proof of Theorem 1 

The necessity part in Theorem 1 follows immediately from Proposition 2. 
The proof of the sufficiency part for case (a) of herding is as follows. Let 
fjih = min{i¿sh, ixbh', where fibh and ixsh are the bounds for herding given in 
Proposition 3. Also, assume that ¡x < /ли and that there exists a U-shaped sig- 
nal as in part (a) of Theorem 1. Then there are two possibilities: either there 
is another U-shaped signal with the opposite bias or there is not. If there is 
no other U-shaped signal with the opposite bias, then by part (a) of Proposi- 
tion 3, the U-shaped type buy herds if it has a negative bias, and by part (b) 
of Proposition 3, the U-shaped type sell herds if it has a positive bias. If there 
is another U-shaped signal with the opposite bias, then by parts (a) and (b) of 
Proposition 3, one of the U-shaped signals must herd. This is because if the 
third signal is weakly positive, then the U-shaped signal with a negative bias 
buy herds, and if the third signal is weakly negative, then the U-shaped signal 

25 For example, this happens when the information structure satisfies MLRP; see the next sec- 
tion. 

26 Romano and Sabourian (2008) extended the present model to the case where traders can 
trade a continuum of quantities. In this setting, they showed that no restrictions on /i are needed 
because at each history, each quantity is traded by a specific signal type. 
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with a positive bias sell herds. The reasoning for sufficiency in part (b) of The- 
orem 1 is analogous and is obtained by setting /лс = min{¿tJC, /xbcì, where /jlsc 
and iLbc are the bounds for contrarianism from Proposition 3.27 Q.E.D. 

6. SOCIAL LEARNING WITH MLRP INFORMATION STRUCTURE 

The literature on asymmetric information often assumes that the informa- 
tion structure is monotonie in the sense that it satisfies the monotone likeli- 
hood ratio property (MLRP). Here this means that for any signals Sh Sh € S 
and values VhVh e V such that S¡ < Sh and Vx < Vh, Рг(5А|^)Рг(5/|Кл) < 
Рг(5А|Кл)Рг(5/|И). 

MLRP is very restrictive (it is stronger than first order stochastic dominance) 
and at first might seem to be too strong to allow herding or contrarianism. This 
turns out to be false. Not only does MLRP not exclude such possibilities, it 
actually enables one to derive a sharper set of results for the existence of herd- 
ing and contrarianism. Moreover, with MLRP the histories that can generate 
herding or contrarianism can be easily identified. 

MLRP is a set of restrictions on the conditional probabilities for the entire 
signal structure and is equivalent to assuming that all minors of order 2 of 
the information matrix J are positive. Herding or contrarianism, on the other 
hand, relates to the c.s.d. of a signal being U- or hill-shaped, that is, to the 
individual row in matrix X that corresponds to the signal. Therefore, to analyze 
the possibility of herding or contrarianism with MLRP, we need to consider 
the c.s.d. of the different signals under MLRP. In the next lemma, we describe 
some useful implications of MLRP. 

Lemma 5: Assume S' < S2 < S3 and that the information structure satisfies 
MLRP. Then the following statements hold: 

(i) E[V'SU #'] < E[V'S2, #'] < E[K|53, #'] at any t and any tf '. 
(ii) In any equilibrium, Si types always sell and S3 types always buy. 
(iii) Si is strictly decreasing and S3 is strictly increasing. 
(iv) The probability of a buy is uniformly increasing in the liquidation value as 

specified in (5) and the probability of a sale is uniformly decreasing as specified 
in (6). 

Part (i) states that MLRP imposes a natural order on the signals in terms 
of their conditional expectations after any history. Part (iv) implies that with 
MLRP, the probability of a buy is uniformly increasing and the probability of 
a sell is uniformly decreasing in the liquidation values. Parts (ii) and (iii) state 
that MLRP restricts the behavior and the shape of the lowest and the highest 
signals S' and S3. In particular, these two types do not change behavior and 
they are decreasing and increasing, respectively. 

27 The bounds ¡xbhi /jish, /jlsc, and /xbc in the proof of Proposition 3 are such that ¡xh = Pc- 
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Lemma 5, however, does not impose any restrictions on the behavior or the 
shape of the middle signal S2. In fact, MLRP is consistent with a middle sig- 
nal S2 that is decreasing, increasing, hill-shaped, or U-shaped with a negative 
or a positive bias: Table I describes a robust example of all these possibilities. 
Thus, with MLRP, S2 is the only type that can display herding or contrarian 
behavior. We can then state the following characterization result for MLRP 
information structures (again we omit the analogous sell herding and sell con- 
trarian cases). 

Theorem 2: Assume Si < S2 < S3 and the signal structure satisfies MLRP. 
(a) If Si is nil, there exists ¡xbh € (0, 1] such that S2 buy herds if and only if fx < 
fjbbh. (b) IfS2 is nhill, there exists fibc e (0, 1] such that S2 acts as a buy contrarian 
if and only if fi < ¡xbc. 

Proof: Fix the critical levels /льи = min{/i/, fisbh} for buy herding and ixbc = 
min{/x', fjbsbc] for buy contrarianism, where /i/ is defined in Lemma 8, and jxsbh 
and i±sbc are, respectively, defined in (12) and (13) in the Appendix. The "if" 
part follows from Lemma 4: By Lemma 5(iv), conditions (5) and (6) hold. As 
outlined in the last section, both q[/q2 and q[/qt3 can be made arbitrarily close 
to zero by considering histories that involve a sufficiently large number of buys, 
and both q'3/q' and q'3/q2 can be made arbitrarily close to zero by considering 
histories with a sufficiently large number of sales. Then conditions (3) and (4) 
hold, and by Lemma 4, an nU-shaped S2 buy herds and an nhill-shaped S2 acts 
as a buy contrarian. 

The "only if" part follows from Proposition 3a in the Supplemental Mate- 
rial.28 Q.E.D. 

The "if" part of the above proof demonstrates that with MLRP, it is strikingly 
easy to describe histories that induce herding by a U-shaped type or contrarian- 
ism by a hill-shaped type: an nU-shaped S2 buy herds after a sufficient number 
of buys and an nhill-shaped S2 acts as a buy contrarian after a sufficient number 
of sales.29 

28The "only if" part of the theorem also follows from the discussion in the previous section on 
noise trading: if types other than S2 always take the same action, then there is a unique upper 
bound on the size of the informed trading that ensures that the spreads are sufficiently tight for 
S2 to buy herd (or to act as a buy contrarian). By Lemma 5, S3 always buys and Si always sells. 
Therefore, with MLRP, the upper bound abh is unique. 

29Note that the bounds on the size of the informed рьи and fjbbc in Theorem 2 must be strictly 
below 1. To see this, recall that by part (i) of Lemma 5, the expectation of the herding or con- 
trarian candidate type S2 is always between those of the other two types at every history. Also, 
by part (ii) of Lemma 5, Si always sells and S3 always buys. Therefore, if p is arbitrarily close 
to 1, then, to ensure zero profits for the market maker, E[V'SUH'] < bid' < E[K|S2,#'] and 
E[K|S2, Я'] < ask' < E[K|S3, #'] for every #'. This implies that S2 does not trade; a contradic- 
tion. 
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TABLE I 
An Example of an MLRP Signal Distribution3 

Pr(5|K) VX V2 V3 

51 0(1 -/3)/(j3 + 0(1-/3)) 5(1 -a) 0 
52 ß/(ß + 8(l-ß)) а /з/(/з + (i -0X1-/3)) 
53 0 (l-Ô)(l-a) (l-ß)(l-0)/(ß + (l-8)(l-ß)) 

aFor a, 8 € (0, 1) and ß € (0, a), the above distribution satisfies MLRP. Moreover, $2 is nU-shaped if ß e (a(l - 
Ô)/(l - aô), a) and 8 < 1/2, is pU-shaped if ß e (aS/(ì - a(ì - Ô)), a) and 8 > 1/2, is nhill-shaped if ß € (0, aÔ/(l - 
a(l - ô))) and 8 < 1/2, is phill-shaped if ß € (0, a(l - S)/(l - aô)) and 8 > 1/2, is decreasing if ß e (a8/(ì - a(l - 
ô)), a(l - ô)/(l - aô)) and ô < 1/2, and is increasing if ß € (a(l - ô)/(l - aô), aô/(l - a(l - ô))) and 8 > 1/2. 

7. RESILIENCE, FRAGILITY, AND LARGE PRICE MOVEMENTS 

We now consider the robustness of herding and contrarianism, and describe 
the range of prices for which herding and contrarianism can occur. Throughout 
this section, we assume that signals satisfy the well behaved case of MLRP (we 
will return to this later), and perform the analysis for buy herding and buy 
contrarianism; the other cases are analogous. 

We first show that buy herding persists if and only if the number of sales 
during an episode of buy herding is not too large. This implies, in particular, 
that buy herding behavior persists if the buy herding episode consists only of 
buys. We also show that during a buy herding episode, as the number of buys 
increases, it takes more sales to break the herd. For buy contrarianism, the 
impact of buys and sales work in reverse: in particular, buy contrarianism per- 
sists if and only if the number of buys during an episode of buy contrarianism 
is not too large. This means that buy contrarianism does not end if the buy 
contrarianism episode consists only of sales. We also show that during a buy 
contrarianism episode, as the number of sales increases, it takes more buys to 
end buy contrarianism. 

Proposition 4: Assume MLRP. Consider any history Hr = (a1, . . . , ar~l) 
and suppose that Hr is followed by b > 0 buys and s >0 sales in some order; 
denote this history by H* = (a1, . . . , a'*1*'-1).30 

(a) If there is buy herding by S at Hr , then there exists an increasing function 
5() > 1 such that S continues to buy herd at H* if and only if s < š(b). 

(b) If there is buy contrarianism by S at Hr, then there exists an increasing 
function b(-) > 1 such that S continues to act as a buy contrarian at #' if 
and only ifb< b(s). 

One implication of the above result is that herding is resilient and contrari- 
anism is self-defeating. The reason is that when buy herding or buy contrarian- 

30We will henceforth omit past prices from the history #' to simplify the exposition. 
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ism begins, buys become more likely relative to a situation where the herding 
or contrarian type does not switch. Thus, in both buy herding and buy contrar- 
ianism there is a general bias toward buying (relative to the case of no social 
learning). By Proposition 4, buy herding behavior persists if there are not too 
many sales and buy contrarian ends if there is a sufficiently large number of 
buys. Thus herding is more likely to persist, whereas contrarianism is more 
likely to end. 

To see the intuition for Proposition 4, consider the case of buy herding in 
part (a). At any history, the difference between the expectation of the herding 
type S and that of the market is determined by the relative likelihood that they 
attach to each of the three states. Since the herding type S must have an nU- 
shaped c.s.d., it follows that in comparing the expectation of the herding type 5 
with that of the market there are two effects: first, S attaches more weight 
to V3 relative to V2 than the market and, second, S attaches more weight to Vx 
relative to both V2 and V3 than the market. Since Vx < V2 < V3 and at any history 
Hr with buy herding, the expectation of the herding type S exceeds that of the 
market, it then follows that at Hr the first effect must dominate the second one, 
that is, q'/qr2 and q[/q3 are sufficiently small so that the first effect dominates. 
Also, by Lemma 5(iv), when MLRP holds, buys reduce the probability of Vx 
relative to the other states. Therefore, further buys after Hr make the second 
effect more insignificant and thereby ensure that the expectation of the herding 
type S remains above the ask price. 

On the other hand, by Lemma 5(iv), when MLRP holds, sales reduce the 
probability of V3 relative to the other states; thus sales after Hr make the first 
effect less significant. Therefore, with sufficiently many sales, the expectation 
of the herding type S will move below the ask price so that type S will no longer 
buy. This ends herding. 

The intuition for the buy contrarian case is analogous except that the effect 
of further buys and further sales work in the opposite direction. 

Next, we show that with MLRP, large price movements are consistent with 
both herding and contrarianism. In fact, the range of price movements in both 
cases can include (almost) the entire set of feasible prices. Specifically, for 
buy herding, the range of feasible prices is [V2, V3' and for buy contrarian- 
ism, the range is [Fb V2].31 As argued above, with MLRP, buys increase prices 
and sales decrease prices. Furthermore, by Proposition 4, buy herding persists 
when there are only buys and buy contrarianism persists when there are only 
sales. Thus, once buy herding starts, a large number of buys can induce prices 
to rise to levels arbitrarily close to V3 without ending buy herding, and once buy 
contrarianism starts, large numbers of sales can induce prices to fall to levels 
arbitrarily close to V' without ending buy contrarianism. 

31 The reason is, by Lemma 3, at any date t, buy herding implies q*3 > q[, and buy contrarian 
implies q' > q'3. 
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We complete the analysis by showing that there exists a set of priors on V 
such that herding and contrarianism can start when prices are close to the 
middle value, V2. Together with the arguments in the last paragraph, we have 
that herding and contrarian prices can span almost the entire range of feasible 
prices. Formally, we have the following proposition. 

Proposition 5: Let signals obey MLRP. 
(a) Consider any history Hr = (a1, . . . , ar~l) at which there is buy herding 

(contrarianism). Then for any e > 0, there exists history H* = (а1, ...,а'~1) 
following Hr such that there is buy herding (contrarianism) at every H7 = 
(a1, . . . , a7'1), r<r<t, and E[V'Hr+T] exceeds V3-s (is less than Vx + e). 

(b) Suppose the assumptions in Theorem 2 that ensure buy herding (contrari- 
anism) hold. Then for every e > 0, there exists a 8 > 0 such that if Pr(i^) > 1 - 8, 
there is a history Ht = (я1, . . . , я'"1) and a date r < t such that (i) there is buy 
herding (contrarianism) at every HT = (a1, . . . , я7"1), г <r <t, (ii) E[F|#r] < 
V2 + s (E[F|#r] > V2 - г), and (iii) E[F|tf '] > V3 - s (Е[К|Я'] >VX + г). 

The results of this section (and those in the next section on volatility) assume 
that the information structure satisfies the well behaved case of MLRP. This 
ensures that the probabilities of buys and sales are uniformly increasing and 
decreasing in V (see Lemma 5(iv)). As a result, we have that the relative prob- 
ability q[/q{ falls with buys and rises with sales for all Í = 2, 3, and the opposite 
holds for qyq{ for all I = 1,2. This monotonicity in the relative probabilities 
of the extreme states is the feature that allows us to establish our persistence 
and fragility results. If MLRP were not to hold, then the probability of buys 
and sales may not be monotonie in V, and the results of this section may not 
hold.32 An example of this is the herding example in Avery and Zemsky (1998); 
also see Section 10. 

8. THE IMPACT OF SOCIAL LEARNING ON VOLATILITY AND LIQUIDITY 

In this section, we are concerned with the impact of social learning on price 
movements. In particular, we ask the following questions: Do buys move prices 
more with than without social learning? Will sales move prices more with than 
without social learning? 

To address these questions, we compare price movements in our setup with 
those in a hypothetical benchmark economy in which informed traders do not 
switch behavior. This economy is identical to our setup except that each in- 
formed type always takes the same action as the one he chooses at the initial 

32The monotonicity of the probability of buys and sales in V can hold under weaker conditions 
than MLRP. For example, we could assume the existence of a strictly increasing and a strictly 
decreasing signal. All the results of this paper with MLRP also hold with this weaker assumption. 
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history (before receiving any public information). Consequently, in the hypo- 
thetical benchmark economy, informed traders act as if they do not observe 
prices and past actions of others. We thus refer to this world as the opaque 
market and discuss examples for such situations at the end of the section. In 
contrast, in the standard setting, traders observe and learn from the actions 
of their predecessors. To highlight the difference, in this section we refer to 
the standard case as the transparent market. In both the transparent and the 
opaque economies, the market maker correctly accounts for traders' behavior 
when setting prices. 

Volatility 
We show that with MLRP signals, at any histories at which either herding or 

contrarianism occurs, trades move prices more in the transparent market than 
in the opaque one. We found it interesting that larger price movements in the 
transparent market occur both after buys and after sales. Moreover, the result 
holds for MLRP information structures which, taken at face value, are "well 
behaved." 

We present the result for the case of buy herding and buy contrarianism; 
the results for sell herding and sell contrarianism are identical and will thus be 
omitted. Specifically, fix any history Hr at which buy herding starts and con- 
sider the difference between the most recent transaction price in the trans- 
parent market with that in the opaque market at any buy herding history that 
follows Hr. Assuming MLRP signals, we show (a) that the difference between 
the two prices is positive if the history since Hr consists of only buys, (b) that 
the difference is negative if the history since Hr consists of only sales and the 
number of sales is not too large,33 and (c) that the difference is positive if the 
history following Hr is such that the number of buys is arbitrarily large relative 
to the number of sales. We also show an analogous result for buy contrarian- 
ism. 

Formally, for any history #', let EO[F|#'], q[o, ß[o, and a'o be, respectively, 
the market expectation, the probability of Vh the probability of a buy in state Vh 
and the probability of a sale in state Vi in the opaque market at #'. Then we 
can show the following situations. 

Proposition 6: Assume MLRP. Consider any finite history Hr = (я1, . . . , 
ar~x) at which the priors in the two markets coincide: q' = qrio for i = 1, 2, 3. 
Suppose that Hr is followed by b > 0 buys and s>0 sales in some order; denote 
this history by Я' = (a1, . . . , ar+b+s~l). 

I. Assume that there is buy herding at HT for every т = г, ...,r + b + s. 
(a) Suppose s = 0. Then E[F|#'] > Eo[V'H']forany b>0. 

33 Note that, by Proposition 5, buy herding cannot persist with an arbitrarily large number of 
sales. 
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(b) Suppose 6 = 0. Then there exists š > 1 such that E[V'H'] < Ео[У'Н']/ог 
any s <s. 

(c) For any s, there exists b such that E[V'Hl] > Eo[K|#']/or any b>b. 
II. Assume that there is buy contrarianism at HT for every T = r,...,r + b + s. 
(a) Suppose b = 0. Then E[V'H'] < Eo[V'H']forany s>0. 
(b) Suppose s = 0. Then there exists b>l such that E[K|#'] > Eo[V'Hl]for 

any b<b. 
(c) For any b, there exists 's such that E[V'H*] < Ео[У'Н']/огапу s>s. 

The critical element in demonstrating the result is the U-shaped nature 
of the herding candidate's signal and the hill-shaped nature of the con- 
trarian candidate's signal in combination with the public belief once herd- 
ing/contrarianism starts. To see this, consider any buy herding history Я' = 
(л1, . . . , ar+b+s~l) that satisfies the above proposition for the case described in 
part (I); the arguments for a buy contrarian history described in part (II) are 
analogous. Then the prices in the transparent and opaque markets differ be- 
cause at any buy herding history in the transparent market, the market maker 
assumes that the buy herding candidate S buys, whereas in the opaque market, 
the market maker assumes that 5 sells.34 Since the buy herding type must have 
a U-shaped signal, we also have Рг(5|1^з) > Pr(5|I^). Then the following must 
hold: (i) the market maker upon observing a buy increases his belief about the 
likelihood of V3 relative to that of V2 faster in the transparent market (where S 
is a buyer) than in the opaque market (where 5 is a seller) and (ii) the market 
maker upon observing a sale decreases his belief about the likelihood of V3 rel- 
ative to V2 faster in the transparent market than in the opaque market. Now if 
it is also the case that the likelihood of Vx is small relative to that of V3 in both 
worlds, then it follows from (i) and (ii), respectively, that the market expec- 
tation (which is the most recent transaction price) in the transparent market 
exceeds that in the opaque market after a buy and it is less after a sale. 

At Hr in both markets the likelihoods of each state coincide {q' = qrio); 
moreover, the likelihood of V' in both markets is small relative to that of V3 
(to ensure buy herding). Then the following two conclusions follow from the 
discussion in the previous paragraph: First, if #' involves only a single buy after 
Hr (i.e., if s = 0 and b = 1), then E[V'H<] > EO[V'H']. Second, if tf ' involves 
only a single sale after Hr (i.e., if b = 0 and s = 1), then E[F|tf '] < EO[V'H% 
Part I(b) follows from the latter. To complete the intuition for I(a) and I(c), 
note that further buys after Hr reduce the probabilities of Vx relative to V3 in 
both markets (see Lemma 5(iv)). Thus if either the history after Hr involves 
no sales (as in part I(a)) or the number of buys is large relative to the number 
of sales (as in part I(c)), then the first conclusion is reinforced and E[V'H*] 
remains above ЕО[У'Н1' after any such histories. 

34 If we assume S' < S2 < S3, then with MLRP, the buy herding (buy contrarian) candidate must 
beS2. 
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Notice that with MLRP, any sale beyond Hr increases the probability of Vx 
relative to V3 (and relative to V2) both in the transparent and in the opaque 
market. Furthermore, the increase may be larger in the latter than in the for- 
mer. As a result, for the buy herding case, we cannot show that, in general, 
prices in the transparent market fall more than in the opaque market after any 
arbitrary number of sales. However, if the relative likelihood of a sale in state Vx 
to V3 in the transparent market is no less than that in the opaque market (i.e., 
(tfi/03) > (о"1,о/аз,о))> then we can extend the conclusion in part I(b) to show 
that the price in the transparent market falls more than in the opaque mar- 
ket after any arbitrary number of sales (the proof is given in the Supplemental 
Material).35 

Proposition 6 of course does not address the likelihood of a buy or a sale 
after herding or contrarianism begins. It is important to note, however, that 
once buy herding or buy contrarianism starts, there will also be more buys in 
the transparent market compared to the opaque market because the herding 
type buys at such histories. Thus, given the conclusions of Proposition 6, price 
paths must have a stronger upward bias in the transparent market than in the 
opaque market. 

Finally, it is often claimed that herding generates excess volatility, whereas 
contrarianism tends to stabilize markets because the contrarian types act 
against the crowd. The conclusions of this section are consistent with the for- 
mer claim but contradict the latter. Both herding and contrarianism increase 
price movements compared to the opaque market and they do so for similar 
reasons - namely because of the U-shaped nature of the herding type's c.s.d. 
and the hill-shaped nature of the contrarian type's c.s.d. 

Liquidity 
In sequential trading models in the tradition of Glosten and Milgrom (1985), 

liquidity is measured by the bid-ask spread, as a larger spread implies higher 
adverse selection costs and thus lower liquidity. Since, at any date, market ex- 
pectations after a buy and market expectations after a sale respectively coin- 
cide with the ask and the bid price at the previous date, the next corollary to 
Proposition 6 follows: 

Corollary: At any history H* at which type S engages in buy herding or buy 
contrarianism, two situations occur: 

(a) The ask price when the buy herding or buy contrarian candidate S ratio- 
nally buys exceeds the ask price when he chooses not to buy. 

(b) The bid price when the buy herding or buy contrarian candidate S ratio- 
nally buys is lower than the bid price when he chooses to sell. 

35The condition (0-1/0-3) > (01,0/0-3,0) is satisfied if, for example, the bias of the herding can- 
didate is close to zero. 
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Part (a) of the result follows from Proposition 6.1(a) and II(b) when b = 
1 and part (b) follows from Proposition 6.1(b) and II(a) when s = I.36 The 
above corollary implies that in equilibrium, liquidity (as measured by the bid- 
ask spread) is lower when some informed types herd or act as a contrarian than 
when they do not. 

Interpretation of the Opaque Market and the Volatility Result 
One can think of the traders in the opaque market as automata that always 

buy or sell depending on their signals. One justification for such naive behavior 
is that traders do not observe or remember the public history of actions and 
prices (including current prices). 

Alternatively, the nonchanging behavior may represent actions of rational 
traders in a trading mechanism where traders submit their orders through a 
market maker some time before the orders get executed. The market maker 
would receive these orders in some sequence and he would execute them se- 
quentially at prices which reflect all the information contained in the orders 
received so far. The actions of other traders and the prices are unknown at the 
time of the order submission and, thus, as in the opaque market, the order of 
each trader is independent of these variables.37 As traders effectively commit 
to a particular trade before any information is revealed, the price sequence in 
this alternative model would coincide with the price sequence in the opaque 
market that we depict above. Therefore, Proposition 6 can also be used to 
claim that volatility is greater in the transparent market than in this alternative 
setup in which all orders are submitted before any execution. 

A slightly more transparent market than the opaque one is one where 
each trader with herding/contrarian signal 5 compares his prior expectations, 
E[F|5], with the current price and buys if E[K|5] exceeds the ask price, sells 
if E[F|5] is less than the bid price, and does not trade otherwise. In this "al- 
most opaque" market, there is a different kind of nontransparency in that at 
each period, the traders do not observe or recall past actions and prices, but 
they know the bid and ask prices at that period; furthermore, they act semi- 
rationally by comparing their private expectation with current prices without 
learning about the liquidation value from the current price (e.g., for cognitive 
reasons). 

For the case of herding, the same excess volatility result as in part (I) of 
Proposition 6 holds if we compare the transparent market with the above al- 
most opaque market. To see this, note that at the initial history Я1, every buy 

36We show in the Appendix that the proof of Proposition 6 in these cases does not require 
MLRP. Thus, the corollary is stated without assuming MLRP information structure; see foot- 
notes 46 and 47. 

37 A possible example of such mechanism is a market after a "circuit breaker" is introduced. 
The latter triggers a trading halt after "large" movements in stock prices. Before trading recom- 
mences, traders submit their orders without knowing others' actions. We thank Markus Brunner- 
meier for this interpretation. 
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herding type sells. Also, at every buy herding history, the prices are higher than 
at Я1; therefore, in an almost opaque market, the herding type must also sell 
at every buy herding history.38 Since Proposition 6 compares price volatility 
only at histories at which buy herding occurs, it follows that the same excess 
volatility result holds if we compare the transparent with the almost opaque 
market. 

9. HERDING AND CONTRARIANISM WITH MANY STATES 

Our results intuitively extend to cases with more signals and more values. In 
fact, with three states and an arbitrary number of signals, our characterization 
results, in terms of U-shaped signals for herding and hill-shaped signals for 
contrarianism, and all our conclusions in the previous two sections with respect 
to fragility, persistence, large price movements, liquidity, and price volatility 
remain unchanged.39 

With more than three states, U shape and Hill shape are no longer the only 
possible signal structures that can lead to herding and contrarianism. The in- 
tuition for our results with many states does, however, remain the same: the 
herding type must distribute probability weight to the tails and the contrarian 
types must distribute weight to the middle. 

Assume there are N > 2 states and N signals. Denote the value of the asset 
in state j by V¡ and assume that Vi<V2<--<VN. Signal 5 is said to have an 
increasing c.s.d. if Pr(S| J^) < Px(S'VM) for all i = 1, . . . , N - 1 and a decreasing 
c.s.d. if Px{S'Vi) > Pr(S'VM) for all / = 1, . . . , N - 1. 

By the same reasoning as in Lemma 1, one can show that E[V'S,Hl] - 
E[V'H'] has the same sign as 

N-Ì N-j 

(7) ££(^/ - Vi) • qiqi+j[Px(S'Vi+j) - Pr(S'Vdl 

For an increasing c.s.d., (7) is always nonnegative since Pr(S|J^+y) - Px(S'V¿) is 
nonnegative for all i, j; similarly, for decreasing c.s.d.s, (7) is always nonpositive 
since Px(S'Vi+j) - Pr(S'V¡) is nonpositive for all /,/. Therefore, an increasing 
or decreasing type cannot switch behavior and we have the following necessity 
result which is analogous to Proposition 1. 

Lemma 6: An increasing or decreasing S never switches from buying to selling 
or vice versa. 

38 Since at a buy contrarian history, prices are lower than at the initial history, the same claim 
cannot be made for the contrarian case. 

39 With three states, hill and U shape are still well defined, irrespective of the number of signals; 
even with a continuum of signals, these concepts can be defined in terms of conditional densities. 
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Next, we describe two sufficient conditions that yield herding and contrari- 
anism that have a similar flavor as our sufficiency results in Section 5. We will 
focus only on buy herding and buy contrarianism; sell herding and sell contrar- 
ianism are analogous. 

In line with the previous analysis, we assume for the remainder of this sec- 
tion that the values of the asset are distinct in each state and that they are 
on an equal grid. Moreover, we assume that the prior probability distribu- 
tion is symmetric. Thus we set {Vl9 V2, . . . , VN} = {0, V, 2V, . . . , (N - 1)V} and 
Pr(Vi) = Pr(VN+1.i) for all L 

We begin with the analysis of the decision problem of selling at Я1 and 
generalize the concept of a negative bias as follows. Signal S is said to have 
a negative bias if for any pair of values that are equally far from the mid- 
dle value, the signal happens more frequently when the true value is the 
smaller one than when it is the larger one: Pr(5|^) > Pr(S'VN+i-i) for all 
i < (N + l)/2. In the Supplemental Material, we show that this property en- 
sures that E[F|5] < E[F]. This means, by a similar argument as with the three 
value case, that a negatively biased S must be selling at H1 if /n is sufficiently 
small. 

Next we generalize the sufficient conditions for switching to buying at some 
history. Recall that in the three value case, we considered histories at which 
the probability of one extreme value was small to the point where it can be 
effectively ignored. Then the expectation of the informed exceeds that of the 
market if the informed puts more weight on the larger remaining value than 
on the smaller remaining one. 

The sufficient conditions that we describe for the switches in the general 
case have a similar intuition and are very simple, as we impose restrictions 
only on the most extreme values. Specifically, to ensure buy herding, we as- 
sume Pv(S'Vn-') < Pr(5|ï^) and consider histories at which the probabilities 
of all values are small relative to the two largest values VN_i and VN. Since at 
such histories all but the two largest values can be ignored, it must be that the 
price must have risen and the expectation of type S must exceed that of the 
public expectation if Px(S'VN-') < Pr(£| J^v). If, in addition, the bid-ask spread 
is not too large (enough noise trading), the expectation of S will also exceed 
the ask price at H* and type S switches from selling to buying after a price rise. 
Similarly, to ensure buy contrarianism, we assume Pr(5| Vx ) < Pr(5| V2) and con- 
sider histories at which the probabilities of all values are small relative to the 
two smallest ones V' and V2. Since at such histories all but the two smallest 
values can be ignored and the price must have fallen, the expectation of type 
S must exceed that of the public expectation if Pr(5|Fi) < Pr(S'V2). If, in ad- 
dition, the bid-ask spread is not too large at such histories, then 5 switches 
from selling to buying after a price fall. Formally, we can show the following 
analogous result to Lemma 4. 
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Lemma 7: (i) Suppose S is negatively biased and satisfies Px(S'VN-') < 
Px{S'VN). Then there exists a fibh € (0, 1] such that S buy herds if /л < /¿bh and if 

/ox for all s > 0 there exists H* such that q'/q' < s for all l = N -1,N W andi<N-'. 

(ii) Suppose S is negatively biased and satisfies Pr(5|Ki) < Pr(S|F2). Then 
there exists а /лЬс e (0, 1] such that S is a buy contrarian if ¡л < /лЬс and if 

íq' for a^ s > ^ there exists Hl such that q'lq' < s for all I = 1,2 and íq' W i > 2. 

The simplest way to ensure the existence of histories that satisfy (8) and (9) is 
to assume MLRP. Then, as in Lemma 5(iv) for the three state case, the prob- 
ability of a buy is increasing and the probability of a sale is decreasing in V. 
As a result, with MLRP we can always ensure (8) by considering histories that 
contain a sufficiently large number of buys and ensure (9) by considering his- 
tories that contain a sufficiently large number of sales. Hence, Lemma 7 yields 
the following situations for buy herding and buy contrarianism.40 

Theorem 3: Assume MLRP and suppose signal S is negatively biased. 
(a) // Px{S'VN-i) < Pr(S'VN), then there exists fibh e (0, 1] such that S buy 

herds if ¡л < 'xbh. 
(b) // Pr(5|Ki) < Pr(5|F2), then there exists ixbh e (0, 1] such that S is a buy 

contrarian if fi < fibh. 

The description in this section has assumed that each state is associated with 
a unique liquidation value of the underlying security. There can be, however, 
other uncertainties that do not affect the liquidation value but that do have 
an impact on the price. One example is a situation in which some agents may 
have superior information about the distribution of information in the econ- 
omy (e.g., as in Avery and Zemsky's (1998) "composition uncertainty"; see the 
next section). In the Supplemental Material, we prove all the sufficiency results 
from this section for such a generalized setup. 

10. AVERY AND ZEMSKY (1998) 

As mentioned in the literature review, Avery and Zemsky (1998) (AZ) ar- 
gue that herd behavior with informationally efficient asset prices is not possible 

^Conditions that ensure sell herding and sell contrarian are defined analogously. In particular, 
to ensure the initial buy, we need to assume a positive bias Pr(5|^) < Pr(S'VN+i-i) for all i < 
(N + l)/2. For the switches, we reverse the two conditions that ensure switching for buy herding 
and buy contrarian: for sell herding, we need Pr(5|Fi) > Pr(5|F2); for sell contrarian, we need 
Pr(S'VN_i)>Pr(S'VN). 
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unless signals are "nonmonotonic" and uncertainty is "multidimensional." AZ 
reached their conclusions by (i) showing that herding is not possible when the 
information structure satisfies their definition of monotonicity and (ii) pro- 
viding an example of herding that has "multidimensional uncertainty." In this 
section, we explain why our conclusions differ from theirs. We will also discuss 
the issue of price movements (or lack thereof) in their examples. 

AZ's conclusion with respect to monotonicity arises because their adopted 
definition is nonstandard and excludes herding almost by assumption. Specifi- 
cally, they define a monotonie information structure as one that satisfies 

(10) VS, 3w s.t. V#', E(K|#', S) is weakly between w and E(F|#')- 

This definition neither implies nor is implied by the standard MLRP definition 
of monotonicity. Also, in contrast to MLRP, it is not a condition on the prim- 
itives of the signal distribution. Instead, it is a requirement on endogenous 
variables that must hold for all trading histories.41 Furthermore, it precludes 
herding almost by definition.42 

AZ's example of herding uses event uncertainty, a concept first introduced by 
Easley and O'Hara (1992). Specifically, in their example, the value of the asset 
and the signals can take three values {0, ' , 1} and the information structure can 
be described by 

Pr(5|K) K1=0 V2=' K3 = l 

51 = 0 ~p Õ I-/? 
52 = ' 0 1 0 
53 = 1 '-p 0 p 

for some p > 1/2. The idea behind the notion of event uncertainty as used 
by AZ is that, first, informed agents know if something (an event) has hap- 
pened (they know whether V = V2 or V € {Fb V3}). Second, they receive noisy 
information with precision p about how this event has influenced the asset's 
liquidation value. This two-stage information structure makes the uncertainty 
multidimensional. Thus multidimensionality is equivalent to informed traders 
having a finer information partition than the market maker. AZ attributed herd- 
ing to this feature of their example. 

Multidimensionality is, however, neither necessary nor sufficient for herd- 
ing and it is relevant to herding only to the extent that it may generate U- 

41 Condition (10) does not imply that each signal has a increasing or decreasing c.s.d.; however, 
one can show that if every signal has either a strictly increasing or a strictly decreasing c.s.d., then 
the information structure satisfies (10). 42 For example, for buy herding by type S to occur at some history Я', we must have E[F|5] < 
E[V] and a subsequent price rise E[V] < E[F|#']; but then (10) implies immediately that w < 
E[F|#', S] < E[V'Hl] and hence buy herding by S at #' is not possible. 
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shaped signals. First, since AZ's example has three states and three signals, 
it is a special case of our main setup and our characterization results apply. 
Specifically, the two herding types in AZ's example are Si and S3. In addition 
to having finer partitions of the state space than the market maker, both types 
are also U-shaped and so our Proposition 3 explains the possibility of buy herd- 
ing by S' and sell herding by 53.43 Second, our Proposition 3 demonstrates that 
there would also be herding if the AZ example is changed in such a way that 
all signals occur with positive probability in all states, while maintaining the 
U-shaped nature of signals Si and 53.44 Such an information structure is no 
longer multidimensional (the informed trader's partition would be the same as 
the market maker's). Third, consider an information structure for which sig- 
nals Si and S3 are such that informed traders know whether or not V = 0 has 
occurred (and the market did not). Such signals are multidimensional (they 
generate a finer partition), but they are not U-shaped and thus do not admit 
herding. 

Our general analysis with three states also provides us with an appropriate 
framework to understand the nature of histories that generate herding and 
contrarianism. For example, as we explained in Section 7, to induce buy herd- 
ing, the trading history must be such that the probabilities of the lowest state V' 
is sufficiently small relative to the two other states. With MLRP, such beliefs 
arise after very simple histories consisting of a sufficiently large number of 
buys. In AZ's example, one also needs to generate such beliefs, but the trading 
histories that generate them are more complicated and involve a large number 
of holds followed by a large number of buys.45 

Turning to price movements, in AZ's event uncertainty example, herding 
has limited capacity to explain price volatility, as herding is fragile and price 
movements during herding are strictly limited. To allow for price movements 
during herding, AZ introduced a further level of informational uncertainty to 
their event uncertainty example. Specifically, they assumed additionally that 

43 In AZ's example, not all signals arise in all states (in states V' and K3 only signals S' and 
Si arise; in state V2 only signal S2 arises). Thus when there is herding (by types S' or S3), all 
informed types that occur with positive probability act alike. Nevertheless, it is important to note 
that in AZ's example, herding does not constitute an informational cascade since at any history, 
not all types take the same action. The reason is that it is never common knowledge that there is 
herding. Instead, at any finite history, the market maker attaches nonzero probability to all three 
states and thus he always attaches nonzero probability to the state in which some trades are made 
by type S2. Moreover, the market expects that when type Si buy herds, type S2 sells, and when 
type S3 sell herds, type S2 buys. See also our discussion in footnote 18. 

"For example, take Pr(S/|K) = p(l - e) and Pr(S2'V¡) = Pr(S/|K2) = e for all / = 1,3 for 0 < 
e<(l-p)/2. 

45The holds bring down the probability of V' relative to V2 and the number of buys is chosen to 
bring down the probability of V' relative to Уъ sufficiently while not increasing the probability of 
V' relative to V2 by too much. Formally, their construction is similar to Subcase D2 in the proof 
of our Proposition 3. 
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for each signal there are high and low quality informed traders. They also as- 
sumed that there is uncertainty about the proportion of each type of informed 
trader. AZ claimed that this additional level of uncertainty, which they label 
composition uncertainty, complicates learning and allows for large price move- 
ments during a buy herding phase (they do this by simulation). 

A state of the world in AZ's example with composition uncertainty refers to 
both the liquidation value of the asset and the proportion of different types of 
informed traders in the market (the latter influences the prices). Thus, there is 
more than one state associated with a given value V of the asset. This example 
is, therefore, formally a special case of the multistate version of our model, and 
the possibility of herding follows from Lemma IV in the Supplemental Mate- 
rial. More specifically, our result establishes that to ensure herding in AZ's 
example with composition uncertainty, we need the analogue of U-shaped sig- 
nals with the property that the probability of a signal in each state with V = 1/2 
is less than the probability of the signal in each of the states with V = 0 or with 
V = 1. This is indeed the case in the example with composition uncertainty. 
Therefore, herding there is also due to U-shaped signals. (See the discussion 
in Section F of the Supplemental Material.) 

To understand the differences in price movements and persistence, recall 
our discussion of fragility in Section 7 with regard to buy herding by type S 
at some history Я'. The probability of the lowest state V' relative to those 
of the other two states, q'lq' and q[/q39 must be sufficiently small to start 
herding, and these relative probabilities need to remain small for herding to 
persist beyond Hl '. With MLRP, since Pr(buy|F) is increasing in V, further buys 
reduce both q[/q2 and q[/q3; at the same time, further buys increase prices. 
Thus herding can persist and prices can move significantly. 

In AZ's example without composition uncertainty, while buys result in 
price increases, during any buy herding phase we have that Pr(buy|J^>) < 
Pr(buy|Fi) = Pr(buy|J^). Thus, once buy herding begins, further buys cannot 
ensure that the relative probabilities of V' remain low, as buys increase q'lq'^ 
while leaving q[/qt3 unaffected. Hence, buys during buy herding in AZ's exam- 
ple without composition uncertainty are self-defeating. In AZ's example with 
composition uncertainty, we have that Pr(buy|H>) < Pr(buy|Fi) < Pr(buy|J^) 
once herding starts. Further buys during herding thus reduce q[/q3 while in- 
creasing q[/q^ As the former offsets somewhat the effect of the latter, buy 
herding may persist (and allow price increases) for longer than without com- 
position uncertainty. 

In conclusion, what makes herding less fragile and more consistent with sig- 
nificant price movements are the relative probabilities of a specific trade in the 
different states of the world and not so much the addition of extra dimensions 
of uncertainty. In fact, when the probability of a buy is increasing in the value 
of the asset, buy herding is least fragile and most consistent with large price 
movements. As we have shown, this can happen with only three states, with- 
out different dimensions of uncertainty and with "well behaved" information 
structures satisfying MLRP. 
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11. EXTENSIONS, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Herding and contrarian behavior are examples of history-dependent behav- 
ior that may manifest itself in real market data as momentum or mean rever- 
sion. Understanding the causes for the behavior that underlies the data can 
thus help interpret these important nonstationarities. In the first part of this 
paper, we characterized specific circumstances under which herding and con- 
trarian behavior can and cannot occur in markets with efficient prices. In the 
second part, we showed that both herding and contrarianism can be consistent 
with large movement in prices, and that they both can reduce liquidity and in- 
crease volatility relative to situations where these kinds of social learning are 
absent. 

In the early literature on informational social learning (e.g., Banerjee 
(1992)), herding was almost a generic outcome and would arise, loosely, with 
any kinds of signals. Herding as defined in our setup does not arise under all 
circumstances, but only under those that we specify here. Namely, the under- 
lying information generating process must be such that there are some sig- 
nals that people receive under extreme outcomes more frequently than under 
moderate outcomes. Therefore, to deter herding, mixed messages that predict 
extreme outcomes (U-shaped signal) should be avoided. 

It is important to note that, depending on the information structure, the 
prevalence of types who herd (or act as contrarians) can vary and in some cases 
they can be very substantial. For example, consider the MLRP information 
structure in Table I when S2 is U-shaped. Then, in any state, the likelihood that 
an informed trader is a herding type S2 has lower bound a. This bound can 
range between 0 and 1. Thus, when a is sufficiently close to 1, the likelihood 
that an informed trader is a herding type is arbitrarily close to 1 and the impact 
of herding switches can then be very significant. 

In this paper, we have presented the results for which we were able to ob- 
tain clear-cut analytical results. In the Supplemental Material, we also explore 
other implications with numerical simulations. First, an important implication 
of our analysis for applied research is that when social learning arises accord- 
ing to our definition, simple summary statistics such as the number of buys and 
sales are not sufficient statistics for trading behavior. Instead, as some types 
of traders change their trading modes during herding or contrarianism, prices 
become history-dependent. Thus as the entry order of traders is permutated, 
prices with the same population of traders can be strikingly different, as we 
illustrate with numerical examples. Second, herding results in price paths that 
are very sensitive to changes in some key parameters. Specifically, in the case 
with MLRP, comparing the situation where the proportion of informed agents 
is just below the critical levels described in Theorem 2 with that where the 
proportion is just above that threshold (so there is no herding), prices deviate 
substantially in the two cases. Third, herding slows down the convergence to 
the true value if the herd moves away from that true value, but it accelerates 
convergence if the herd moves in the direction of the true value. 
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APPENDIX A: Omitted Proofs 

А.1. Proof of Proposition 2 

To save space, we shall prove the result for the case of buy herding and buy 
contrarian; the proof for the sell cases is analogous. Thus suppose that S buy 
herds or acts as a buy contrarian at some Я'. The proof proceeds in several 
steps. 

Step 1 - S has a negative bias. Buy herding and buy contrarianism imply 
E[V'S' < bidi. Since bidi < E[V], we must have E[V'S] < E[V]. Then by 
Lemma 2, 5 has a negative bias. 

Step 2- (Pr(S|Ki) - Pr(5|K2))(^ - q[) > 0. It follows from the definition of 
buy herding and buy contrarianism that E[V'S,Hl] > ask'. Since Е[К|Я'] < 
ask', we must have E[V'S, #'] > E[V'H% By Lemma 1, this implies that (2) 
is positive at Я'. Also, by the negative bias (Step 1), the third term in (2) 
is negative. Therefore, the sum of the first two terms in (2) is positive: 
^(Pr(5|F3) - Pr(5|F2)) + q[(Px(S'V2) - Pr(S'Vx)) > 0. But this means, by neg- 
ative bias, that (PKSIFO - Pr(S|F2))(<^ - q[) > 0. 

Step 3a - If S buy herds at H' then S is nU -shaped. It follows from the def- 
inition of buy herding that Е[К|Я'] > E[V]. By Lemma 3, this implies that 
q'3 > q[. Then it follows from Step 2 that Pr(5|Fi) > Pr(5|K2). Also, since S 
buy herds, by Lemma 1, S cannot have a decreasing c.s.d. and we must have 
Pr(5|K2) < Pr(S'V3). Thus, 5 is nU-shaped. 

Step 3b - If S acts as a buy contrarian at H' then S is nhill-shaped. It follows 
from the definition of buy contrarianism that Е[К|Я'] < E[V]. By Lemma 3, 
this implies that q^ < q[. But then it follows from Step 2 that Pr(5|Fi) < 
Pr(5|F2). Since, by Step 1, S has a negative bias, we have Pr(5|F2) > Px{S'Vx) > 
Pr(5|K3). Thus S is nhill-shaped. 

A.2. Proof of Lemma 4 

First consider the decision problem of type S at Я1. If S has a negative bias, 
by Lemma 2, E[F|5] < E[V]. Also, E[V] - bid1 > 0 and lim^0 E[K] - bid1 = 0. 
We can thus establish the following lemma. 

Lemma 8: If S has a negative bias, then there exists ¡л1 g (0, 1] such that 
E[V'S] - bid1 < 0 if and only if ц < /ť. 

Simple calculations (see the Supplemental Material for details) establish the 
following useful characterization of the buying decision of type S at any Я'. 

Lemma 9: E[F|5, Я'] - ask' has the same sign as 

(11) q'q''ß' Pr(5|F2) - ^Pr^FO] + <?2^[/32 Pr(5|K3) - # Pr(S|K2)] 
+ 2q[q[[ß' Pr(5|F3) - ft Pr(S'Vx)]. 
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To establish buy herding or buy contrarianism, we need to show that (11) 
is positive at some history Я'. To analyze the sign of the expression in (11), 
we first show that the signs of the first and the second terms in (11) are, 
respectively, determined by the signs of the expressions Pr(S'V2) - Pr(5|Ki) 
and Pr(S'V3) - Pr(S|F2) if and only if ¡x is sufficiently small. To establish 
this, let, for any i = 1,2 and any signal type S', m[ = Pr(S'Vi+1) - Pr(S'V¡), 
Ml(S') = Px{S''V{) Pr(S'Vi+l) - Pr(S'|H+i) PrGSlPi), and 

ml - - . , if ml and Ml (S') are nonzero 
№i(S ) = * ml - 3Ml(S') ancj have opposite signs, 

1, otherwise. 

Clearly, /¿¡(Б') e (0, 1]. The next lemma shows that for some 5', fii(S') and 
lx2{S') are, respectively, the critical bounds on the value of д that characterize 
the signs of the first and the second terms in (11). 

Lemma 10: In any equilibrium the following cases hold: 
(i) Suppose that Pr(S|F3) > Pr(5|K2). Then at any H* at which S' buys and 

S" Ф S, S' does not, the second term in (11) is positive if and only if /ul < /jl2(S'). 
(ii) Suppose that Pr(S|F2) > Pr(5|Ki). Then at any H* at which S' buys and 

S" ф 5, S' does not, the first term in (11) is positive if and only if ¡i < ¡¿i(S'). 

Proof: First we establish (i). By simple computation, it follows that the sec- 
ond term in (11) equals yra2 + fiM2(Sf). Also, since in this case Pr(S|J^) > 
Pr(5|K2), we have from the definition of m2 and M2(Sř) that ym2 + fiM2(Sf) > 0 
if and only if fi < fJL2(Sf). This completes the proof of (i). 

The proofs of (ii) is analogous: By simple computation, it follows that the 
first term in (11) equals ym1 + /xM1(S/). Also, since in this case Pr(5|Ki) < 
Pr(5|K2), we have from the definition of m1 and M'S') that ym1 + i¿M'Sf) > 0 
if and only if /x < ¡jl'{S'). Q.E.D. 

Each of the two cases in Lemma 10 provides a set of conditions that de- 
termine the sign of one of the terms in (11). If the other terms in (11) are 
sufficiently small, then these conditions also determine whether S is a buyer. 
Specifically, if q' is arbitrarily small relative to q'2 and q', then the first and the 
last terms are close to zero (as they are multiplied by q' and the second term is 
not) and can be ignored; thus, at such a history, type S buys if the second term 
in (11) is positive. Also, if q' is arbitrarily small relative to q' and q'2, then the 
last two terms are close to zero (as they are multiplied by q' and the first term 
is not) and can be ignored; thus, at such history, type S buys if the first term 
in (11) is positive. 

We can now prove Lemma 4 by appealing to Lemmas 3, 8, and 10 as follows: 
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Proof of Lemma 4: Consider case (i). Let yj be as defined in Lemma 8 
and let 

(12) /4, = min/^CS'). 

Assume also that ¡л < i¿bh = minf/i1', i¿sbh}. Since by assumption S has a negative 
bias and /л < /i/, it follows from Lemma 8 that S sells at the initial history. Also, 
since S is U-shaped, we have Pr(5|F3) > Pr(S|F2). Therefore, by /x < /¿sbh and 
Lemma 10(i), there exists some 77 > 0 such that the second term in (11) always 
exceeds 77. 

By condition (3), there exists a history Hl such that q[/q3 < 1 and Ц- + ^ < 

77. Then by the former inequality and Lemma 3, we have E[V'H'] > E[V]. Also, 
since the sum of the first and the third terms in (11) is greater than -^2?з(^- + 

^), it follows from Ц- + ^ < 77 that the sum must also be greater than -77. 
This, together with the second term in (11) exceeding 77, implies that (11) is 
greater than zero and hence S must be buying at Я'. 

The proof of (ii) is analogous. Let 

(13) ^min^S') 

and assume that /л < /xbc = min{/ť, д£с}. Then by the same reasoning as above, 
S sells at Я1. Also, since S has a hill shape, we have Pr(S|Fi) > Pr(S'Vi). There- 
fore, by fi < fjisbc and Lemma 10(ii), there exists some 77 > 0 such that the first 
term in (11) always exceeds 77. 

By condition (4), there exists a history Я' such that q'3/q[ < 1 and Ц- + 2-Щ- < 
iq. Then by the former inequality and Lemma 3, we have E[V'Hl] < E[V]. 
Also, since the sum of the second and the third terms in (11) is greater than 

-q'qi{4-'-1^r)/^ follows from Ц + ^ < 77 that the sum must also be greater 
than -77. Since the first term in (11) exceeds 77, this implies that (11) is greater 
than zero and hence S must be buying at //'. Q.E.D. 

A.3. Proof of Proposition 3 
Below we provide a proof for part (a) of the proposition; the arguments for 

the other parts are analogous and, therefore, are omitted. 
The proof of part (a) is by contradiction. Suppose that S is nU-shaped and 

that all the other assumptions in part (a) of the proposition hold. Also assume, 
contrary to the claim in part (a), that S does not buy herd. Then by Lemma 4(i), 
we have a contradiction if it can be shown that (3) holds. This is indeed what 
we establish in the rest of the proof. 

First note that the no buy herding supposition implies that S does not buy at 
any history H*. Otherwise, since S has a negative bias, by Step 2 in the proof 
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of Proposition 2, (Pr(5|Ki) - Pr(5|F2))(^ - q[) > 0. Because S is U-shaped 
this implies that q' > q[; but then since by assumption ¡x < ¡x' it follows from 
Lemma 8 that S buy herds - a contradiction. 

Next, we describe conditions that ensure that q'/q' is decreasing in t for any 
/ = 2, 3. Denote an infinite path of actions by H°° = {a1, a2, . . .}. For any date 
t and any finite history H* = {a1, . . . , я'"1}* let ak be the action that would be 
taken by type Sk € S'5 at Я'; thus if the informed trader at date t receives a 
signal Sk g §'S, then a*, the actual action taken at Я', equals ak. Also denote 
the action taken by 5 at Я' by a'S). Then we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 11: Fix any infinite path H°° = {a1, a2, . . .} and any signal Sk e §'S. 
Let Sk> € S'5 be such that S v ф Sk. Suppose that а* = ак. Then for any date t and 
I = 2,3, we have the following cases: 

(A) If ak = ak, then q[/q' is decreasing. 
(B) Ifa'k = ď(S) and the inequality Pr(Sk>'V¡) < Pr^IKi) holds, then q[/q¡ 

is nonincreasing. Furthermore, if the inequality is strict, then q[/q' is decreasing. 
(C) lfak ф alk, and ak ф a'S) and the inequality Pr(S*ll^) > ?'{Sk'V{) holds, 

then q'lq' is nonincreasing. Furthermore, if the inequality is strict, then q[/q' is 
decreasing. 

PROOF: Fix any Z = 2,3. Since j£ = ^gjftg, to establish that q[/q' 
is decreasing, it suffices to show that Рг(я'|Я', Vi) is (greater) no less than 
Pr(a'|#', V'). Now consider each of the following three cases: 

(A) Since signal S is nU-shaped, the combination of Sk and Sv is phill- 
shaped. This together with a1 = ak = ak, implies that Рг(я'|Я', V¡) exceeds 
Рг(о'|Я',К!). 

(B) If PriSkW) < PKSkW), we have Px{Sk'Vt) + Px{S'V{) > Px(Sk'V{) + 
Pr(5|Fi). This, together with ď = ак = a'S) implies that Рг(я'|Я',^) > 
Рх{а*'Н' Vi). Furthermore, the latter inequality must be strict if Px(Sk>'Vi) were 
less than Pr(SHFi). 

(C) If Pr(S*|J^) > Px(Sk'Vx), ďk ф а[„ and ak ф a'S), we have immediately 
that Рг(У |Я', Vi) > Рх(а*'Н*, Vx). Furthermore, the latter inequality is strict if 
Px(Sk'Vi) were less than PKSaJKi). This concludes the proof of Lemma 11. 

Q.E.D. 

Now we show that (3) holds and thereby obtain the required contradiction. 
This will be done for each feasible c.s.d. combination of signals. 

Case A - Either There Exists a Signal That Is Decreasing or There Are Two 
Hill-Shaped Signals Each With a Nonnegative Bias: Consider an infinite path 
of actions consisting of an infinite number of buys. We demonstrate (3) by 
showing that along this infinite history, at any date t, both q[/q2 and q[/qt3 are 
decreasing and hence converge to zero (note that there are a finite number of 
states and signals). We show this in several steps. 
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Step 1 - If more than one informed type buys at t, then q[/q2 and q[/qt3 are 
both decreasing at any t. Since S does not buy at any t, this follows immediately 
from Lemma 11 (A). 

Step 2 - If exactly one informed type buys at period t, then (i) q' /q2 is decreasing 
and (ii) q[/qt3 is decreasing if the informed type that buys has a nonzero bias and 
is nonincreasing otherwise. Let 5/ be the only type that buys at t. This implies 
that Si cannot be decreasing; therefore, by assumption, S¡ must be phill-shaped 
and the step follows from Lemma 11(C). 

Step 3 - If a type has a zero bias, he cannot be a buyer at any date t. Sup- 
pose not. Then there exist a type 5, with a zero bias such that Е[К|Я', 5,-] - 
E[F|tf '] > 0. By Lemma 1, we then have 

(14) [Pr(Sf-|F3) - Pr(5ř|F2)](^ - q[) > 0. 

Also, by Steps 1 and 2, q[/qt3 is nonincreasing at every t. Moreover, by assump- 
tion, q'/q' = 1. Therefore, q[/q3 < 1. Since 5,- buys at t, S¿ must be hill-shaped, 
contradicting (14). 

Step 4 - q[/q2 and q[/qt3 are both decreasing at any t. This follows Steps 1-3. 
Case B- There Exists an Increasing St Such That Pr(S¡'Vk) ф Pr(Sf-|F*/) for 

Some к and k'' Let S¡ be the third signal other than S and 5,-. Now we obtain 
(3) in two steps. 

Step I-If Pr(5,-|Ki) = Pr(5/|K2), then for any e > 0, there exists a finite his- 
tory HT = {a' . . . , a7'1} such that q'/qr2 < s. Consider an infinite path H°° = 
{a1, a2, . . .} such that a* = a1, (recall that a1, is the action taken by S, at his- 
tory #' = (a1, . . . , я'"1)). Note that S is nU-shaped and Pr(5¿|Ki) = Pr(5/|F2) < 
Pr(5,-|K3). Therefore, Pr(5;|F2) > max{Pr(5y|Fi), Pr(5y|K3)}. 

Then it follows from Lemma 11 that tfjch is decreasing if а1 ф a'S) and it is 
constant if at = a'(S). To establish the claim, it suffices to show that а1 Ф a'(S) 
infinitely often. Suppose not. Then there exists T such that for all t > T, a*. = 
a'S). Since type S does not buy at any date and there cannot be more than 
one informed type holding at any date (there is always a buyer or a seller), we 
must have S, (and S) selling at every t > T. Then, by Lemma 1, we have 

(15) 4[pr(W) - Pr(5;|K2)] + [Pr(S,|F2) - РгфЩ)] 

+ 24[Pr(Sy|F3)-Pr(S,|F1)]<0 

for all t > T. Also, by Pr(5,-|Ki) = Pr(5/|K2) < Pr(5/|K3), we have Pr(5y|^) + 
PrGS|^) > Pr(S,|F3) + Pr(5|F3) for / = 1,2. Therefore, | -+ 0 as t -► oo for 
any / = 1,2. This, together with Pr(5;-|K2) > Pr(5y|Fi), contradicts (15). 

Step 2 - For any e > 0, there exists a history H* such that q'/q' < s for any 
I = 2, 3. Fix any e > 0. Let HT be such that q'/qT2 <eiî Pr(5ř|Fi) = Pr(S, |F2) (by 
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the previous step such a history exists) and be the empty history Я1 otherwise. 
Consider any infinite path H°° = {HT, a' aT+1,  }, where for any t > r, a1 is 
the action that type S¿ takes at history Ht = {HT, ят, . . . , a'"1}; that is, we first 
have the history HT and then we look at a subsequent history that consists only 
of the actions that type S¡ takes. 

Since Si is increasing, it follows from Proposition 1 that at any history, S¡ does 
not sell. Also by the supposition, S does not buy at any history. Therefore, S¿ 
and S always differ at every history Я' with t > т (there cannot be more than 
one type holding). But since ď is the action that type S¿ takes at history Я', 
Si is increasing and Pr(Si'Vk) ф Pr(5/|J40 for some к and k' it then follows 
from parts (A) and (C) of Lemma 11 that for every t > r, (i) Ц- is decreasing 
and (ii) Ц is nonincreasing. This, together with q[/qr2 < s when Pr(5,-|Ki) = 

Pr(S/|F2), establishes that there exists t such that q[/q' < e for any / = 2, 3. 
Case C: There Are Two Hill- Shaped Signals and One Has a Negative Bias: 

Let Si be the hill-shaped signal with the negative bias. Also, let Sj be the other 
hill-shaped signal. Since both S and S, have negative biases, Sj must have a 
positive bias. 

Next fix any s > 0, and define y and (ptm for any /, m = 1, 2, 3, as 

(16) { } У' .= 
[Pr(tS/|F2)-Pr(5/[F1)] (16) { } У' .= 2[Pr(Si|K1)-Pr(Si|K3)]> 

' 

f у + /1Рг(Ж) у + /1(1- Prosit)) 
çlm ._ max 

j y + ̂  pr№|K^) 
, 
^ + ̂ (1 _ pr(5|Km)) 

, 

у + /1Рг(5у1Ю Ì 

y + fiPr(Sj'Vm)l 

Since both 5/ and Sj are hill-shaped, we have <pn<l> This implies that there 
exists an integer M > 0 and 5 g (0, s) such that }4<pi2)M < s and S(^i3)M < s. 

Consider the infinite path H°° = {a1, a2, . . .}, where a1 = a'j at every t. Then 
we make the following claims. 

Claim 1 - ^í/^3 is decreasing at every t. As S¡ and Sj have a negative and a 
positive bias, respectively, by Lemma 11, q[/q'3 is decreasing at every t. 

Claim 2 - q'lq' converge to zero if there exists T such that a' ф a1, for all 
t > T. Since Sj is hill-shaped, this follows immediately from parts (A) and (C) 
of Lemma 11. 

Claim 3 - There exists a history HT such that q'/q' < S and q'lq' < y. Sup- 
pose not. Then by Claims 1 and 2, there exists a date т such that q'lq' < S and 
a] = aTj. Since S does not buy at any history, it follows that 5,- and Sj must be 
buying at t (there is always at least one buyer and seller; thus 5,- and Sj cannot 
both be holding at т). Then E[F|5¿, H'] - E[F|#'] > 0. By Proposition 2, this 
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implies 

[PrtölKs) - Pr(Si'V2)] + 4[pr(5/|F2) - PriSilKO] 
Ъ 

+ ^[Pr(5l-|K3)-Pr(5l-|K1)]>0. 

Since 5/ is nhill-shaped, it follows from the last inequality that 

T [Pr№|K3) - PriSil^)] + 4tpr(5^2) - Pri^lK)] 
(17) 

* T 
<  ^  

%Pr(S;|F2)-Pr(S/|F1)] 
< *  . 

^PríSilKO-PríSilKa)] 

As ql/ql < 8 and S < 1, we have ql/ql < y. This contradicts the supposition. 
To complete the proof for this case, fix any т and HT such that q[/qT3 < 8 and 

ql/ql < У (by Claim 3, such a history exists). Consider a history H that consists 
of path HT = (a1 , . . . , aT~l ) followed by M periods of buys. Thus t = т + М and 
H% = {HT, a1,..., aM], where for any m <M,ãm = buy. Since a buy must be 
either from Sj or 5/ or both, it then follows from the definitions of <p13, M, and 
S, and from ql/ql < S that 

(18) q'lq' < (<Pi3)M(ql/qT3) < (<Pn)M8 < s. 

Also, since ql/ql < y, we have 

(19) ú/qí < (<рп)м (ql/qT2) < (4>n)My < e. 

Since the initial choice of s was arbitrary, (3) follows immediately from (18) 
and (19). 

Case D- There Exists a U-Shaped Signal S¿ € S'5: Since both S and 5ř 
are U-shaped it follows that the third signal Sj is hill-shaped. Moreover, by 
assumption, Sj must have a nonnegative bias. To establish (3), fix any s > 0 and 
consider the two possible subcases that may arise. 

Subcase Dl - 5,- Has a Zero Bias: We establish the result using two claims. 
Claim 1 - There exists a history HT such that q'/q' < s. Consider the infi- 

nite path H°° = {a1, a2, . . .} such that a* = buy for each t. Since a buy must 
be from either S¡ or 5¿ or both, and S¿ has a zero bias, it follows from parts 
(A) and (C) of Lemma 11 that q'/q3 is nonincreasing at every t. Furthermore, 
q[/qt3 is decreasing if at = a1.. Therefore, the claim follows if Sj buys infinitely 
often along the path H°°. To show that the latter is true, suppose it is not. Then 
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1018 A. PARK AND H. SABOURIAN 

there exists T such that for all t > T, а) фа'=. buy. Then for all t > T, by 
Lemma 9, 

(20) ?l[ß<2Pr(Sj'V3) - &Pr(S,|F2)] + 4[# Pr(Sj'V2) - /^РгОДКО] 

+ [ß[Pr(Sj'V3) - ß^PriSjlV,)] <0. 

Also, since 5/ is U-shaped, both Ц and Ц must be decreasing at every t > 
T. But this is a contradiction because at every t > T, the last term in (20) is 
positive: ß[ Pr(Sj'V3) - # РгфЩ) = y(Pr(S;-|K3) - PrityK)) > 0 (the equality 
follows from Si's zero bias). 

Claim 2 - There exists a history Я' such that q[/q' < s for all / = 2, 3. By 
the previous claim, there exists a history Hr such that q'/qT3 < s. Next con- 
sider a history H°° = {HT, a7, aT+' . . .} that consists of path HT followed by 
a sequence of actions {aT, aT+1, . . .} such that a1 = я' at every history H* = 
{Ят, aT, . . . , я'"1}. Since 5,- has a zero bias, it follows from Lemma 11 that at 
every t > г, ̂ Í/Сз is nonincreasing. Also, we have q'¡q' < e; therefore we have 
that at every t > r, q[/q3 < e. Furthermore, since S and S¡ are U-shaped, and 
Sj is hill-shaped, by Lemma 11, q[/q2 is decreasing at every t > т; hence there 
must exist t > т such that q[/qt2 < s. 

Since the initial choice of e was arbitrary, (3) follows from Claim 2. 
Subcase D2 - Both St And S¡ Have Nonzero Bias: Consider first the infinite 

path H°° = {a1, a2, . . .} such that ď = a) at every history #' = [a1, . . . , a1-1}. 
Then the following claims must hold. 

Claim 1 - q'lq' is decreasing at every t. Since Sj and 5,- are, respectively, 
hill-shaped and U-shaped, it follows from Lemma 11 that q[/q2 is decreasing. 

Claim 2 - If Si has a negative bias, then q[/q3 is decreasing at every t. Since Sj 
has a positive bias and 5, has a negative bias, by Lemma 11, q[/qt3 is decreasing 
at every t. 

Claim 3 - If Sj has a positive bias and there exists a period Tsuch that for all 
t > T, a1. = buy, then q[/q3 is decreasing at every t > T. Since Sj has a positive 
bias and S does not buy at any date, by Lemma 11, q[/q3 must be decreasing 
at every t > T. 

Before stating the next claim, consider <pm[ defined in (16). If both S¿ and 
Sj have positive biases, <pi3 < 1. Thus, if S¡ has a positive bias, there exists an 
integer M such that 

(21) (i) (фгш)м < e if Sj has a positive bias and 

(11) и+/*рг№|Ы <е- 

Fix any such M. Then there also exists 5 e (0, e) such that 

(22) 5(<p12)M < e. 
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HERDING AND CONTRARIAN BEHAVIOR 1019 

Claim 4 - If Sj has a zero bias, then there exists a history HT such that 
ql/qT2 < 8 and q'¡q' = 1. Since q'/q' = 1, it follows that at date 1, Sj holds. By 
recursion, it follows that at every history H* - {a1, . . . , a'"1}, we have q[/qt3 = 1 
and the claim follows from Claim 1. 

Claim 5 - If both S¡ and Sj have positive biases, then there exists a history 
HT such that q'/qT2 < 8 and q'lq' < x, where 5 satisfies (21) and 

[PrffllKa) - Pr(S,|K2)] + 2g[Pr(£lF3) - Рг(Ж)] 
[PríSIKO-PrGSílKz)] 

Suppose not. Then by Claims 1 and 3, there exists date r such that q'lq' < 8 
and а7. Ф buy. Since S also does not buy at Ят, it follows that only 5,- buys at т. 
Then E[V'Sh HT] > Е[К|ЯТ]. By Proposition 2, this implies 

[Pr(S¿'V3) - Pr(5f.|K2)] + %Pr(Si'V2) - PriS/IKO] 

+ ^[Pr(5/|F3)-Pr№|F1)]>0. 

Since ql/ql < 8 < s and S¿ is pU-shaped, we can rearrange the above expres- 
sion to show that 

T [Pr(S,-|K3) - Pr(Si'V2)] + ^[Pr№|F3) - PKSflKx)] 
#< 
T 

 Й  
?зт" PKSilKO-Pr^l^) 

^ [Pr№|F3) - Pr№|K2)] + 2g[Pr(5f|K3) - Pr^lKQ] = 
[PríS/IKO-PríSilKí)] 

= X> 

Claim 6 - If 5/ has a positive bias, then there exists a history if' such 
that q'/q' < e for any / = 2, 3. Fix any history HT = (я1, . . . , a7"1) such that 
q'/qT2 < 8 and q'lq' = 1 if 57 has a zero bias, and q'lq' < 8 and q'lq' < x if 
S,- has a positive bias (by Claims 4 and 5 such histories exist). Next, consider 
a history Я' that consists of path HT followed by M periods of buys. Thus 
ř = r + Mandff = {hT, а1,..., ям}, where for any m<M,am = buy. Since a 
buy must be either from Sj or S¡ or both, it then follows from the definitions of 
<p12 in (16), from (22), and from q[/qr2 < 8 that $■ 

< 
^((pn)M < 8(<pl2)M < s. 

To show that q'lq' < s, consider the two cases of Sj having a zero bias and 
Sj having a positive bias separately. In the latter case, we have q'lq' < x. 
Then, by (i) in (21), we have | < | (<Р1з)м < х{ц>хъ)м < e. In the former 

case, since q'lq' = 1, it must be that ~ãm = a'+1 ф а]+т. Hence, 4 < 1. Re- 
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cursively, it then follows that ~ãm> = a'+l ф а]+т' for all mf < m. Thus, by (ii) 
in Í21Í ?i < £ ( у+^рг(5/|И/) )М 

Since the initial choice of e was arbitrary, (3) follows from Claims 1, 2, and 5. 

A.4. Proof of Proposition 4 

(a) At #', buy herding occurs if and only if E[F|S,#'] - ask' > 0 and 
E[V'Hl] - E[V] > 0. Thus, to demonstrate the existence of the function 5, we 
need to characterize the expressions E[F|S, #'] - ask' and E[F|#'] - E[V] for 
different values of b and s. 

Let /3/ = Pr(buyl^) and a¿ = Pr(salem) at every buy herding history (these 
probabilities are always the same at every history at which S buy herds). Note 
that, by Lemma 9, E[F|5, #'] - ask' has the same sign as 

(23) (|i) (?£) qr2q''ßx Pr(5|K2) - ß2 PríS^)] 

+ qr3qr2[ß2 Pr(S'V3) - ß3 Pr(5|K2)] 

+ 
2(f¡) (S) ^ï[iSiPr(5|F3)-/33Pr(5|F1)]. 

Also, by MLRP and Lemma 5(iv), we have 

(24) ßi < ß2 < jS3 and с7з<О2<(71. 

Since by Proposition 2, 5 must have an nU-shaped c.s.d., it then follows that 

(25) ßx Pr(S'V2) - ß2 Рг(5|Ц) < 0, ßx Pr(S|F3) - ß3 РКЯЦ) < О, 

fr Pr(S|F3) -fr PrCSI^) >0. 

(The last inequality in (25) follows from the first two and from (11) being pos- 
itive at Hr .) Thus, the first and the third terms in (23) are negative, and the 
second is positive. Hence it follows from (24) that the expression in (23) sat- 
isfies the following three properties: (i) it increases in b, (ii) it decreases in s, 
and (iii) for any b, it is negative for sufficiently large s. By (24), the expression 
E(V'H')- E(V) must also satisfy (i)-(iii) (note that qt3/q[ is increasing in b 
and decreasing in s). Since (23) and E(V'H') - E(V) are both increasing in b 
and since, by assumption, there is buy herding at H' it must be that for any b, 
both (23) and E(V'H') - E(V) are positive when s = 0. Thus, it follows from 
(ii) and (iii) that for any b, there exists an integer š > 1 such that both (23) 
and E(K|//') - E(V) are positive for any integer s < š, and either (23) or 
E(K|#') - E(F) is nonpositive for any integer s > 5. 
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To complete the proof of this part, we need to show that š is increasing in ft. 
To show this, suppose otherwise; then there exist ft' and ft" such that b' < b" 
and ~s > 5", where ~s and ~s' are, respectively, the critical values of sales corre- 
sponding to b' and b" described in the previous paragraph. Now since ~s > š", 
it follows that both (23) and E(V'H<) - E(V) are positive if ft = ft' and s = š". 
But since both (23) and E(V'H') - E(V) are increasing in ft, we must then 
have that both (23) and E(F|#') - E{V) are positive if ft = b" and s = S". By 
the definition of 5", this is a contradiction. 

(b) At H' buy contrarianism occurs if and only if E[F|5, Я'] - ask' > 0 and 
E[V] - E[V'H'] > 0. By Lemma 9, E[F|5, tf '] - ask' has the same sign as 

(26) qr2q'[ßx Pr(S|F2) - ft Pr(5|F0] 

+ 
(ft) Й) ^2^2Рг(5|Кз)-/33Рг(5|К2)] 

+ 
2(ft) Й) 

«39ÍIi8iPr(5|K3)-i83Pr(5|K1)]. 

Also, with buy contrarianism, 5 must have an nhill-shaped c.s.d. and, therefore, 
ßi Pr(5|K2) - ß2 Pr(S'Vx) > 0, ßx Pr(5|K3) - ft Pr(5|Fi) < 0, and ft Pr(5|F3) - 
ft Рг(5|^г) < О- Thus, the second and the third terms in (26) are negative, and 
the first is positive. Hence, by (24), the expression in (26) satisfies the following 
properties: (i) it increases in s, (ii) it decreases in ft, and (iii) for each s, it is 
negative for sufficiently large ft. 

The expression E(V)-E(V'Ht) also satisfies the same three properties. The 
existence of the function ft is now analogous to that for part (a), with reversed 
roles for buys and sales. 

A.5. Proof of Proposition 5 

We show the proof for buy herding; the proof for buy contrarianism is anal- 
ogous. 

(a) In the proof of Proposition 4, we have shown for the case of buy herd- 
ing that if the history following Hr consists only of buys, then type S herds at 
any point during that history. What remains to be shown is that for an arbi- 
trary number of buys after herding has started, the price will approach V3. Ob- 
serve that E[F|#'] = Y*ivi4' = ЧзфЪ + уъ)- Also, q'lq' is arbitrarily small 
at any history Я' that includes a sufficiently large number of buys as outlined 
following conditions (5) and (6). Consequently, for every e > 0, there exists 
a history H* consisting of Hr followed by sufficiently many buys such that 
E[K|#'] >V3-s. 
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(b) Since the assumptions of Theorem 2 that ensure buy herding hold, S2 
must be selling initially and also /л < [xsbh < /¿2(5з). The latter implies that there 
exists г] > 0 such that 

(27) [ß'2Pr(S2'V3)-ßt3Pr(S2'V2)]>ri for every t. 

By MLRP, type Sx does not buy at any history. Therefore, for any history 
Hr consisting only of r - 1 buys, it must be that q[/qr3 < (max{^gg, 
ytS-SílíŽ)))''"1- Also' ЪУ MLRP> 5з is strictly increasing and Sx is strictly de- 
creasing. Thus, there must exist r > 1 such that q[/qr3 < т?/2. Fix one such r. 
Then it follows from (27) that 

(28) [^ Pr(52|K3) - ^ Pr(52|K2)] 

+ %# Pr(52|F2) - ß' Pr(S2'Vx)] > ri/2. 

Next, fix any e > 0. Note that there exists 8 > 0 such that if q' > 1 - 8, then 
askr = E[V'Hr, buy] = qr2V2 + qr3V3 e (V2, V2 + e) and 

(29) 2 %# PrOSIH) - jSi Pr(5|F3)] < tj/2. 

Fix any such S. Then it follows from (28) and (29) that 

qr2qr3[ßr2 Pr(S2'V3) - #Pr(S2|F2)] + q'qr2[ß' Pr(S2|F2) - ßr2 Pr(S2'Vx)] 

+ 2q'qWx Pr(52|K3) - ßr3 Pr(S2'Vx)] > 0. 

Since 52 sells initially and q[/q3 < r)/2 < 1, it follows from the last inequality 
that 52 is buy herding at Hr at an ask price that belongs to the interval (V2,V2 + 
e). 

Next, as shown in part (a), there must also exist a history Ht with t = r + b 
following Hr such that there is buy herding at any history #T, r < т < t, and 
E[F|#'] > V3 - e. 

A.6. Proof of Proposition 6 

We shall prove the two results for the case of buy herding; the proof for the 
buy contrarian case is analogous and will be omitted. 

Proof of Part I(a) of Proposition 6: Let ßt and a¿ be, respectively, the 
probability of a buy and the probability of a sale in the transparent world at any 
date r = r, . . . , r + b + s. Also, let ßitO and aUo be the analogous probabilities 
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HERDING AND CONTRARIAN BEHAVIOR 1023 

in the opaque world. Then 

E[F|tf '] - EO[V'H'] = V{(<?2 - q'2J + 2(q'3 - <o)} 

i i 

'Etftf°/ Eä^/1 
Therefore, E[V'H'] - EO[V'H'] has the same sign as 

(30) UtiMlfiuoYiWl,,,)' - W2,oßl)b{V2,o<TlYi 
+ qr3qr2[(ß3ß2,o)b(<T3(T2ny - №эМЬ(<г3,о<Г2У] 
+ 2q;q[[(ß3ß1<o)b(<T3<rhoy - (/33,„/3i)V3,o<r,)']. 

Suppose that S buy herds at Hr. Then, by Lemma 9, we have 

(31) ^[[ßr Pr(5|F2) - )82 Pr(5|F0] + q'qr1iß1 Pr(5|F3) - /83 Pr(5|K2)] 
+ 2 ̂ [/Bj Pr(S|F3) - /33 PK5IF0] > 0. 

By simple computation we also have 

(32) /32/31>0 - ß2tOß1 = /i[/SiPr(5|K2) - )82 Pr(5|K!)], 

ßißuo - ßi,oßi = /t[ß,Pr(5|K3) - & Prosit)], 

0з/32)О - ß3,oß2 = ix[ß2Pr(S'V3) - ß3 Pr(5|K2)]. 

Therefore, it follows from (31) that 

(33) qWAßißi.o - ß2,oßx] + q¡qr2Wrf2,o - ßxoß2] 
+ 2qr3q[[ß3ßho - ß^ßi] > 0. 

To prove I(a) in Proposition 6, suppose that s = 0 (thus t = b). Then by 
expanding (30), it must be that E[V'H'] - E0[V'H'] has the same sign as 

(34) qr2q[ (ß2ßho - ß2<oßl) J2(ß2ß1,o)"-i-4ß2,oßur 
У т=0 J 

b-' 

+ qWAWißxo) - ißxoß2)i J2^ß^h~l~T^oß2y 
т=0 
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+ 2<7^i (ftjSi.* - ß*.oßi) J2(ß3ßho)b-l-7(ß3,oßi)T . 
I r=0 j 

Also, by MLRP, ß3 > ß2 > ßi and ß3yO > ß2yO > ßho. Therefore, 

b-' b-' 

(35) ^2(ß3ß2,o)b-l-T(ß3,oß2Y > J^(ß2ßuo)b-l-T(ß2,oßl)' 
т=0 т=0 

¿>-l 6-1 

(36) ^fr^o)"-1-^,^)7 > T,(ß3ßuo)b~1~T(ß3,oßlY. 
т=0 т=0 

Also, by (25) and (32), the first and the third terms in (34) are negative and the 
second is positive. Therefore, by (33), (35), and (36), E[V'H<] - EO[F|#'] > 0 
for 5 = 0. This completes the proof of part I(a) of Proposition 6.46 Q.E.D. 

Proof of Part I(b) of Proposition 6: Suppose that b = 0 and s = 1 (t = 
r + 1). Since 5 buys in the transparent world, E[F|5, Hr] - biď > 0. Simple 
computations analogous to the proof of Lemma 9 show that this is equivalent 
to 

(37) qr2q'[ax Px{S'V2) - a2Px{S'Vx)] + qr3qr2[<r2 Pr(S'V3) - a3 Pr(S'V2)] 
+ 2q'q''(jx Pr(5|F3) - a3 Pr(5|K0] > 0. 

Also, by the definition of o¿ and crh we have 

(38) a3a2fO - аХо(т2 = -p[*2 Pr(S'V3) - a3 Pr(S'V2)]9 

(T3(Tho - (T3,o<jx = -^[o-! Pr(5|F3) - <r3 Pr(5|F0], 

<r2(Ti,o - <T2,o<ti = -Mt^i Pr(S'V2) - <т2 Рг(5|И)]. 

Therefore, (37) is equivalent to 

(39) q2q[[(T2crho - (t2ìO(tx' + q3q2[<T3<j2ìO - <т3,о<т2] 
+ 2qr3q[[(T3(Tho - <т3,о(Тх' < 0. 

Since the left hand side of (39) is the same as the expression in (30) when b = 0 
and s = 1, it follows that in this case, E[V'H'] - EO[K|#'] < 0.47 This completes 
the proof of this part. Q.E.D. 

46Note that MLRP is assumed in the above proof so as to establish conditions (35), and 
(36). When b = 1 and s = 0, these conditions, and hence MLRP, are not needed, as E[V'H'] - 
ЕЛК|#'] > 0 follows immediately from (30) and (33). 

47This claim also does not require the assumption of MLRP. 
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Proof of I(c) in Proposition 6: First, note that (30) can be written as 

<40) ^ш^Утк^^"^ - Ur2"r>) ' 
L 'РЗР2,о) J 

Fix s and let ò -* oo. Then since by (25) and (32), /33/32,o > ß'oßi, we have 
that the second term in (40) converges to qr3qr2 {cr3a2n)s as b -> oo. Also, since 
ft > ßi > j8i, it follows that j82fOj8i < /32,oj33and ßXoß2 > ß3,oßi- The former, 
together with (25) and (32), implies that the first term in (40) vanishes as 
b -> oo. The latter, together with (25) and (32), implies that ß3ß2,o > ßxoß'' 
therefore, using (25) and (32) again, the last term in (40) also vanishes. Conse- 
quently, as b -> oo, the expression in (40) converges to qr3q2(o-3a2ny . Since 
(^зсЪиУ > 0 and Е[К|Я'] - ЕО[К|Я'] has the same sign as the expression 
in (40), the claim in I(c) of the proposition is established. Q.E.D. 
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